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ABSTRACT 
Engine efficiency improvement can help combustion powertrains, which include 
conventional, hybrid, and plug-in hybrid systems, to meet the strict emissions 
standards and the increasing demand from customers for performance, drivability, and 
affordability of vehicles. Cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) can reduce fuel 
consumption and NOx emissions of gasoline engine systems while keeping the 
capability of using a conventional three-way catalyst for effective emissions reduction. 
However, too much EGR would lead to combustion instability and misfire.  
This thesis identified opportunities to improve efficiency in internal combustion 
engines by high EGR dilution SI combustion by using thermodynamics-based 
approaches. This goal has been achieved by using fuel reforming in a 
thermodynamically-favorable way. Exhaust heat was used to drive endothermic 
reforming reactions to increase the chemical fuel energy to attain thermochemical 
recuperation (TCR), a form of waste heat recovery, with robust integrated systems 
and the regular gasoline. 
Three strategies for fuel reforming, along with the unique designs of corresponding 
integrated engine systems, a committed in-cylinder reformer, a catalytic EGR-loop 
reforming system, and fuel reforming by fuel injection during Negative Valve 
Overlap (NVO), have been proposed and investigated with unique engine system 
setups and corresponding experimental and simulation research.  
The concept and the system to use one cylinder to serve as a committed fuel reformer 
without spark ignition is first demonstrated. The committed in-cylinder reformer 
xvii 
 
engine system achieves 8% brake thermal efficiency improvement through EGR and 
cylinder deactivation effects, even though there is low fuel conversion. 
The novel catalytic EGR-loop reforming integrated engine system was designed and 
tested. The experiments and thermodynamic equilibrium calculations reveal that the 
suppression of H2 and CO caused by the enthalpy limitation could be countered by 
adding small amounts of O2 by running one-cylinder lean. As much as 15 volume % 
H2 at the catalyst outlet is produced when the fuel and air equivalence ratio is between 
4 and 7 under quasi-steady-state conditions. It is also found that this catalytic EGR 
reforming strategy makes it possible to sustain stable combustion with a volumetric 
equivalent of 45%–55% EGR, compared to a baseline EGR dilution limit which is 
under 25%. This catalytic EGR-loop reforming strategy results in a decrease of more 
than 8% in fuel consumption with significant potentials for even higher brake thermal 
efficiency. This novel design also opens up a new control method to control the 
amount of fuel reforming and the fraction of the partial oxidation reaction and steam 
reforming reaction by adjusting the lambda value of the cylinder which is running 
lean. Through this design, the engine is serving as an active system, which can also be 
adapted to respond to the needs of the passive catalyst system so that even better more 
significant benefit can be achieved. 
The results demonstrate fuel injection during NVO can extend the dilution limit, 
improve brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC), and reduce CO and NOx emissions 
on the engine modified with the capability of variable intake and exhaust valve timing 
and higher compression ratio.  
A comprehensive comparison of different reforming strategies for engine application 
and analysis of critical factors contributing to the performance of integrated fuel 
reforming engine systems is also provided. 
xviii 
 
The research of this dissertation has demonstrated new pathways and scientific 
outcomes for technology development of internal combustion engine powertrain 
systems that can operate significantly more efficiently and cleanly.   
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Reciprocating internal combustion engines, in general, called IC engines, have been one of 
the most graceful inventions that have played significant roles in society, the economy, and 
environment [1]–[3]. The spark-ignited (SI) engine qualities of robustness, low production 
and operating cost, and good efficiency are the essential reasons that the automobile is so 
widespread [4]. However, significant technical challenges in aspects of engine operation, 
efficiency, and emission still exist even after more than a century of research and engineering 
exploration [5]–[9].   
One type of emission from the internal combustion engine is carbon dioxide. According to 
the information from the United States Energy Information Administration, the transportation 
sector has been and will continue to be the most significant source of human-produced carbon 
dioxide out of the five industry sectors (shown in Figure 1.1). The industry sectors are 
residential, commercial, industrial, electric power and transportation [10]. As carbon dioxide 
plays a significant role as a greenhouse gas in global warming [11]–[13], the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has established national GHG emissions standards 
under the Clean Air Act. The Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) has established Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) 
standards under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, as amended by the Energy 
Independence and Security Act (EISA) [14]. The average fuel efficiency of U.S. light-duty 
new vehicles was 36.4 mpg for passenger cars and 26.3 mpg for light trucks in 2014 [15]. 
EPA Light duty vehicle Green House Gas (GHG) standards require about 50% reduction in 
GHG emissions from 2012 to 2025 [16]. Regarding mid-term, to improve the efficiency of 
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internal combustion engines is one of the most promising and cost-effective approaches to 
increasing fuel economy of light-duty vehicles is [17].  
 
Figure 1.1. U.S. energy-related carbon dioxide emissions (Data and figure are sourced from Annual 
Energy Outlook 2017 with projections to 2050 – EIA) [10]. 
Additionally, in the current transportation infrastructure, petroleum-derived liquid fuels are 
the dominant source of energy. Many countries import oil at an unprecedented rate because 
the distribution of oil supply does not coincide with the location of the demand. These factors 
can lead to a significant balance of trade and national-security challenges[18]. Improvements 
in the energy efficiency of vehicles, development of alternative fuels, and the corresponding 
design of internal combustion engines can significantly reduce oil dependency [19]. 
Future IC engines and powertrain systems of vehicles also need to meet consumers’ 
increasing demands for performance, drivability, and affordability. Even incremental 
improvements in engine efficiency, perhaps previously not considered worth pursuing, can be 
critical under the conditions that engine efficiency, performance, and emissions will be 
squeezed to the utmost in the future. In such a context, traditional internal combustion engine 
systems might need new system design to be continuously competitive [20]. 
The hybrid powertrain systems leverage positive attributes of both engines and electric 
motors. These characteristics include an enabling path for moving engine operating 
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conditions to high-efficiency areas and eliminating low-load engine operation, or conditions 
close to knocking limit [21]. If engine efficiency can be increased through new combustion 
regimes or new system design, hybrid powertrains can leverage and compound engine 
efficiency even further to improve fuel economy [4]. Hybrid powertrain systems are not 
independent of, but rather closely coupled with, engine advancement. This conclusion can 
also be seen in the case of the Toyota Prius, which is the best-selling hybrid vehicle in the 
U.S [22]. The peak efficiency of Prius’ internal combustion engine has been improved from 
37% for its first generation to 41% for its current generation [23]. The engine efficiency 
improvement can help combustion powertrains, which include conventional, hybrid, and 
plug-in hybrid systems, to gain future higher competitiveness.  
It can be seen from a breakdown of the average losses of internal combustion engine cars 
(fleet make up 70% gasoline engines and 30% diesel engines in Figure 1.2) that 33% of 
energy from fuel is lost to the exhaust [19]. Therefore, it would be very promising to recover 
work from the exhaust and increase brake work directly. 
 
Figure 1.2. Vehicle energy losses (a breakdown of the average losses of internal combustion engine 
cars, fleet makes up 70% gasoline and 30% diesel) [19]. 
External cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) provides known thermodynamic benefits 
while maintaining compatibility with conventional 3-way catalysts for emissions control [24]. 
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The implementation of EGR is an attractive way to improve spark ignition engine efficiency. 
The thermodynamic benefits of EGR include reduced pumping work at part-load conditions, 
decreased heat transfer due to lower cylinder temperature, and an increased ratio of specific 
heats [25]. External EGR is also a proven way to lower the knocking propensity for a given 
fuel [26]. Also, EGR reduces NOx emissions over a broad range of speed and load conditions 
[27]. However, the amount of EGR dilution is limited due to engine combustion stability 
issues [28].  
Technical challenges need to be addressed for the implementation of EGR. Fuels with high 
flame speed such as hydrogen complete the early flame kernel development process faster, 
making them less susceptible to the stochastic cycle-to-cycle differences in turbulence and 
ultimately providing more stable combustion [29].  
The work presented in this dissertation investigates the feasibility of thermochemical 
recuperation which converts exhaust heat to usable chemical energy by providing heat for 
endothermic reactions of fuel reforming to improve the SI engine efficiency. Reforming 
products support dilute combustion because H2 allows the dilution limit to be extended. The 
goal is to achieve exhaust heat recovery through fuel reforming to get higher engine 
efficiency and the extension of dilution limit in a single and optimal engine system with new 
combustion regimes.  
1.2 Objective 
The overarching goal of the research of this thesis is to use a thermodynamics-based 
approach to identify and pursue opportunities for improved efficiency in internal combustion 
engines by high EGR dilution SI combustion enabled by the fuel reforming in the most 
thermodynamically-favorable way possible while keeping the capability of using current 
mature after-treatment systems. Ideally, this involves using exhaust heat to drive endothermic 
reforming reactions to increase the chemical fuel energy to achieve thermochemical 
recuperation (TCR) and generate H2, a form of waste heat recovery with a robust system and 
the regular gasoline.  
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Three strategies for fuel reforming are investigated, and the corresponding integrated engine 
systems are designed and tested. These three strategies include committed in-cylinder 
reformer, catalytic EGR-loop reforming, and fuel reforming by fuel injection during Negative 
Valve Overlap (NVO). Unique engine systems are set up, and corresponding experimental 
and simulation research are done. The effect of fuel on EGR dilution limit and engine 
efficiency is also investigated. A comprehensive comparison of different reforming strategies 
for engine application and analysis of critical factors contributing to the performance of 
integrated fuel reforming engine systems are provided. 
1.3 Summary of Dissertation 
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. 
In Chapter 1, the background and motivation of fuel reforming for high efficiency and 
dilution limit extension of SI engines are discussed.  
Chapter 2 provides a literature review of previous research and challenges focusing on EGR, 
state of the art of EGR dilution limit extension technologies, and waste heat recovery 
technologies.  
Chapter 3 describes the investigation of fuel effects on combustion with EGR dilution in 
spark ignited engines. It sets up the baseline of dilution limit of EGR and engine efficiency of 
the stock configuration engine platform that was used for comparison with other strategies 
with fuel reforming. The EGR dilution tolerance is investigated in a multi-cylinder engine for 
two pure components: iso-octane, which has a relatively slow flame speed, and ethanol, 
which has a fast flame speed. Low sulfur gasoline is also included in the study. The 
comparisons are conducted at an early combustion phasing and a late combustion phasing 
condition to understand how the combustion process and cyclic stability changes with 
combustion phasing and with fuel type. 
The investigation in Chapter 4 tests the feasibility of in-cylinder reforming to achieve 
thermochemical recuperation and extended EGR dilution limits in SI engines. In this research, 
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an in-cylinder reforming technique in a multi-cylinder configuration, in which one of the 
engine cylinders acts as the reformer, is used. The reforming cylinder breathes in from the 
exhaust manifold and exhausts into the intake. It requires input work from the crankshaft to 
the reforming cylinder rather than work being extracted from it. In this configuration, the 
advantageous fuel properties of reformate are utilized to determine if a sufficiently large 
efficiency benefit can be realized in the combustion cylinder to overcome the added friction 
and thermodynamic penalties associated with the reforming process. 
The study shown in Chapter 5 investigates the feasibility of catalytic reforming to achieve 
thermochemical recuperation and extended EGR dilution limits in SI engines. In this research, 
one of the cylinders has an isolated intake and exhaust manifold. The entirety of the exhaust 
from this cylinder (cylinder 4) is fed directly to the reforming catalyst, which then feeds into 
the intake for cylinders 1-3. A small amount of oxygen is provided to the reformer by 
operating the main combustion event in cylinder 4 fuel-lean, but then using a post-injection 
when the exhaust valve opens to feed the catalyst the appropriate mixture. 
The goal of the study in Chapter 6 is to quantify the combustion and emissions benefits of 
dilute SI combustion with fuel injection during NVO and to investigate the effectiveness of 
this strategy towards extending the low load dilution limit of SI combustion. A high-pressure 
EGR system, Variable Valve Timing, Variable Valve Lift, and customized cylinder head 
were installed in a General Motors “Ecotec LNF” platform to enable the capability of NVO 
control and sweep of EGR.  
Chapter 7 provides a comparison of different fuel reforming strategies regarding the 
feasibility of engine efficiency improvement, the feasibility of dilution limit extension, 
system complexity, and other factors for engine integrated system application.  
Finally, Chapter 8 gives a summary of work accomplished, conclusions from each research, 
and ideas about future work. 
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Chapter 2.  Literature Review 
2.1 Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) 
2.1.1 General Information 
EGR was first introduced for diesel engine systems. It has been a common way to control 
in-cylinder NOx production, especially on most modern high-speed direct injection diesel 
engines [30]–[41]. The main contents of EGR are N2, CO2, H2O, and O2. With the 
downsizing direction of gasoline engines driven by the stringent regulation of vehicle 
emission and fuel economy, EGR is also commonly used in gasoline engines [24], [27]–[29], 
[42]–[59]. 
Exhaust gas is one type of cylinder charge dilution. EGR can be classified into two categories: 
Internal EGR and external EGR. A controllable amount of internal EGR can be achieved 
through a cam system with the capability for variable valve timing to control negative valve 
overlap (NVO), which is one way to get internal EGR. External EGR is taken from the 
engine exhaust port and then put back into the engine intake. 
Regarding external EGR, it can be further classified as hot EGR and cooled EGR. The hot 
EGR is the exhaust gas that is recycled directly to the intake [30]. The cooled EGR is the 
recycled exhaust after a cooling process. The hot EGR can heat the intake, enhance the flame 
propagation, and decrease HC emission, while cooled EGR increases the intake density, 
which increases the volumetric efficiency and increases the HC emission and suppresses 
knock (reduces the need for enrichment). 
The percentage of EGR is defined as the percentage of recirculated exhaust percentage in the 
total intake mixture [39]. The amount of CO2 in the intake manifold with that in the exhaust 
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pipe can also be used to calculate EGR percentage with the following                                
Equation 2.1. 
                               Equation 2.1 
  
2.1.2 Benefits of EGR 
External EGR is a popular in-cylinder method to reduce NOx. The NOx emission increases 
exponentially with the increase of the combustion temperature [1] based on the Zeldovich 
mechanism. The decrease in NOx with the increase of EGR rate is due to lower combustion 
temperatures coming from the thermal effect, chemical effect, and dilution effect, which are 
explained in detail as follows: 
• The thermal effect: Recirculated CO2 and H2O have higher specific heat capacity 
compared to O2 and N2, resulting in lower flame temperature [60]. 
• The chemical effect: The water vapor and CO2  recirculated back to the intake from 
the exhaust are dissociated during combustion, which modifies the combustion 
process and NOx formation [39].  
• The dilution effect: The decrease of inlet O2 concentration leads to the deceleration of 
the mixing process between O2 and fuel, which extends the flame region. Also, the 
reduction of oxygen partial pressure causes a negative effect on the kinetics of the 
reaction of elementary NO formation [58]. 
EGR is also very effective for fuel economy improvement for spark-ignited direct-injection 
engines, as proven by many researchers. Li et al. [46] did an in-depth first law and second 
law thermodynamics analysis of the effects of cooled EGR on fuel conversion efficiency on a 
boosted, spark-ignited, direct injection gasoline engine at high, medium, and low loads with 
engine experiment and simulation. It was found that EGR improves the fuel economy mainly 
due to the increase of the ratio of specific heat of working gases, the reduction of heat transfer 
through the combustion chamber walls, and the reduction of pumping loss during the gas 
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exchange. Also, EGR may replace the fuel enrichment at high loads, and increase the degree 
of constant volume heat release at medium and high loads. The effect of the reduction of loss 
from the heat transfer due to EGR is the dominant factor for the improvement of fuel 
economy at a constant air-fuel ration. And at high load, the replacement of fuel enrichment 
with EGR is most effective. Alger et al. [24] showed the addition of EGR resulted in higher 
fuel consumption benefits of 10-20% as well as the expected NO and CO reductions at high 
loads. The fuel economy benefits at high loads came from the reductions in exhaust 
temperatures that eliminated the requirement for over-fueling, a decrease in knock tendency, 
and a subsequent improvement in combustion phasing. Addition of EGR at low-load and 
part-load decreased NO and CO emissions and reduced fuel consumption by up to 4%, 
mainly due to the reduction in pumping losses. Duchaussoy et al. [61] proposed a 
comparative analysis between cooled EGR operation and lean burn as the method at full load 
on a turbocharged engine. They found that cooled EGR is more advantageous than lean-burn 
regarding performance, heat exchange, and specific fuel consumption.   
EGR also substantially decreases the knocking propensity of the SI engine. Hoepke et al. [62] 
reported an improvement of 5% in gross thermal efficiency with 18% EGR on a boosted 
direct-injection spark ignition engine. The knocking tendency decrease is due partly to slower 
combustion, which is equivalent to a spark retard, as manifested by a retarded value of the 
50% burn point (CA50). Also, it is due partly to slower ignition chemistry of the diluted 
charge. A 10% increment of the EGR rate corresponds approximately to a 3% increase in the 
effective fuel octane number. Splitter et al. [63] also showed that the maximum load limit in a 
single-cylinder engine was increased by more than 10% by using 15% EGR, due to the 
reduction of knock propensity.  
The most commonly used method to limit knock at high load is to inject excess fuel into the 
mixture to decrease the air-fuel ratio to reduce the combustion temperature. However, under 
the fuel enrichment condition, HC and CO will increase, and TWC could not work 
appropriately when the air-fuel ratio is not stoichiometric, which causes issues for fuel 
economy and emissions. Using EGR allows the use of the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio, which 
still ensures a good conversion of HC, CO, and NOx. Cooled EGR to inhibit knock and to 
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reduce emission is a more efficient method for gasoline engines. Szybist et al. [64] also 
illustrated that under highly boosted conditions relevant to modern downsized boosted SI 
engines, the in-cylinder pressure is higher and the temperature is colder than the conventional 
one. The charge reactivity increases compared to naturally aspirated conditions, and the 
attenuation of knock by EGR is reduced. 
2.1.3 Challenges of EGR Implementation 
However, higher EGR levels increase cycle-to-cycle variability and decrease the level of 
improvement in fuel consumption. High-level homogeneous EGR causes reduction of 
burning speed, increase of cycle to cycle variation, and even misfire so that the steady-state 
combustion is difficult to achieve [55]. As reported in the research of Li et al. [46], the engine 
can only get the smooth operation up to 25% EGR, and the coefficient of variation in IMEP 
was beyond the acceptable limit (5%) at high EGR rate. Similar results were also obtained 
from research of Cairns et al. [65] and Duchaussoy et al. [61]. The most significant factor is 
the substantial decrease in flame speed that occurs with EGR, as reported by Stone et al. [66] 
and Szybist et al. [50]. The decrease of mixture flame speed results in significantly increased 
combustion initiation periods and burn durations. In a literature review by Ozdor et al. [67], it 
was shown that flame speed effects on combustion stability are related to the early flame 
kernel development. Fuels with high flame speed complete the early flame kernel 
development process faster, making them less susceptible to the stochastic cycle-to-cycle 
differences in turbulence, and ultimately providing more stable combustion. Also, the 
technical challenges of EGR dilution limit need an investigation to get more benefits from 
high levels of EGR.  
2.2 State of the Art of EGR Dilution Limit Extension 
Technologies 
Technical challenges need to be addressed for the implementation of EGR. Researchers have 
shown several potential ways to extend the dilution limit of EGR. 
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2.2.1 Advanced Ignition Systems 
Sevik et al. [68] used a low-energy transient plasma ignition system to extend the EGR 
tolerance and lean limit by as much as 20% (from 22.7 to 27.1% EGR) and nearly 10% (from 
λ = 1.55 to 1.7). It has been shown that the energy delivery process of the low-energy 
transient plasma generated by nanosecond pulses significantly improves part-load dilution 
tolerance by reducing the early flame development period. 
Alger et al. [69] developed a new, continuous discharge ignition system, which allows for 
variable duration ignition events in high dilution SI engines. It resulted in a larger 
improvement in burn rate and stability compared to that was achieved by either one coil in 
multi-strike mode or both coils in a multi-strike mode with simultaneous discharge. This 
system provided an improvement of EGR tolerance of 5-10% EGR over the stock system and 
2-5% over the multi-strike system, and it improved the initial burn rates in the engine system 
by 5-15 Crank Angle Degree (CAD) over the single-strike and multi-strike system.  
2.2.2 Special Intake Port Design 
Wheeler et al. [70] investigated increasing the EGR tolerance of the combustion system 
through the use of very high tumble ratios exceeding that of current production systems, 
enhanced ignition, and increased compression ratio. An externally boosted single-cylinder 
research engine and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) are used to understand the effect of 
high tumble intake ports on the mixture preparation and turbulence differences. This system 
was found to provide high EGR dilution tolerance, improved thermal efficiency, and higher 
load capability through the advancement of the knock limited combustion phasing. However, 
extremely high tumble ratios were not beneficial due to the increase of the knocking tendency 
of the engine and heat loss. 
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2.2.3 Stratified EGR 
The stratified exhaust gas recirculation could minimize exhaust gas concentration at the spark 
plug region by separating EGR air and fresh air in the combustion chamber. This system 
needs to make stratification of EGR and fuel-air mixture in the intake stroke and maintain the 
stratification in the compression stroke before ignition [58]. The technical challenge for this 
concept is to keep a substantial separation between EGR gas and an air-fuel mixture or to 
minimize the mixing between these two zones to an acceptable level for stable and complete 
combustion. Radial EGR stratification seems to be the most appropriate flow structure for 
compression stroke compared to lateral stratification and axial stratification due to the less 
complexity of implementation. For the radial EGR stratification, the central air-fuel cylinder 
and the outer EGR tubular cylinder are concentric with the engine cylinder, and the two 
cylinders will be compressed in the axial direction as the piston moves upwards in the 
compression stroke. 
Dong et al. [42] did a series of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies to model 
in-cylinder turbulent flow, temperature, pressure, and EGR concentration fields and to 
simulate EGR stratification process of the corndog concept (radical EGR stratification) and 
conjugate vortex (lateral stratification) in a typical pent-roof gasoline engine cylinder during 
intake and compression strokes. This research work showed that in-cylinder flow structure 
and characteristics highly depend on intake and exhaust system configurations, such as valve 
opening, port geometry, and valve curtain geometry. 
Xu et al. [71] used KIVA3V to simulate mixing and combustion processes in a typical 
pent-roof gasoline engine cylinder during compression and expansion strokes with swirl-type 
stratified EGR and air-fuel flow structure. The effects of centrifugal force on the differences 
in velocity, temperature, and density between the air and the EGR gas were discussed. This 
research showed that the swirl motion could preserve the stratified EGR structure very well 
during the compression stroke. To minimize the adverse effect from the in-cylinder swirl 
motion, which deteriorates the combustion, the swirl ratio should not exceed 2. The 
combustion performance of this concept is susceptible to the in-cylinder flow turbulence. 
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Alger et al. [24] investigated the feasibility of improvement in EGR tolerance of a 
semi-stratified charge generated by a split injection strategy at low load conditions. The 
results show that the improvement in burn duration leads to an increase in combustion 
stability and a reduction in fuel consumption and emissions. The addition of a second 
injection event late in the compression stroke leads to a reduction in initial burn duration 
within a narrow window of the injection timing and the amount of fuel. 
2.2.4 Additive of Fuel Reformate 
The additive of fuel reformate primarily consists of H2 and CO into the intake manifold. 
Hydrogen addition increases combustion rate, allows retarded spark timing leading to lower 
NOx, and improves efficiency, as indicated by Conte et al. [72].   
D'Andrea et al. [73] showed that hydrogen addition effect on the engine performance highly 
depends on the fuel/air equivalence ratio. The added hydrogen resulted in improved work 
output and a reduction in burn duration and cycle-to-cycle variation while operating under 
lean conditions (Φ < 0:85).  
Ji et al. [74] found that the maximum brake thermal efficiency was increased from 26.37% in 
the original spark ignition gasoline engine to 31.56% in the engine with a 6% hydrogen 
blending level at lean conditions. However, NOx emissions increased with the increase of 
hydrogen addition due to the increased cylinder temperature. 
Tahtouh et al. [75] used the experiment of a single cylinder SI engine with different rates of 
nitrogen dilution (0 to 20 percent by volume in the total mixture) and hydrogen/iso-octane 
blends to show that pumping losses, combustion efficiency, and indicated efficiency are also 
improved with the addition of hydrogen. When hydrogen addition and lean and/or diluted 
conditions are combined, high values of indicated engine efficiency with low amounts of HC, 
NOx, and CO emissions can be achieved. 
Alger et al. [29] found that the addition of 1% (vol) hydrogen could extend the EGR limit 
from 25% to over 50% for gasoline and from 20% to 28% for CNG.  
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Ivanič et al. [44] tested the effect of adding plasmatron-produced reformer gas (H2, CO, N2 
mixture) from isooctane and n-heptane fuel on a single cylinder SI engine. Their results show 
that lean dilution can improve engine efficiency by as much as 12%, while EGR dilution 
delivers 8% improvement under part-load conditions.  
In summary, the addition of H2 has excellent potential to improve the engine combustion 
stability and the engine efficiency. 
2.3 Waste Heat Recovery 
2.3.1 Overview of Waste Heat and Recovery Technologies 
Researchers used experimental and theoretical results to state that the 30-40% of the fuel 
energy from the internal combustion engine is lost to the environment as waste heat [76]–[80]. 
For example, Teng et al. [79] demonstrated a comprehensive energy flow analysis for a 
typical turbocharged heavy-duty diesel engine with a high-pressure EGR system. At medium 
and high engine speeds, the brake power was about 40% while the net exhaust energy was 
about 30%. Heat rejection from the radiator was about 18%, and heat rejection from the 
charge air cooler was < 10%. Radiation from the exhaust system/engine block and the 
miscellaneous loss was about 3% of the fuel energy. Therefore, the heat contained in exhaust 
gas and coolant is considered to be the most promising for recovery from various waste heat 
[81].  
Major waste heat recovery technologies can be classified into eight categories: 
thermodynamic organic Rankine cycle (ORC), thermoelectric generators (TEG), electric 
turbo-compounding (ETC), hybrid pneumatic power systems (HPPS), six-stroke internal 
combustion engine cycle, turbocharger, non-catalytic fuel reformates generation, and 
catalytic fuel reformates generation. Some waste heat recovery technologies can be 
incorporated with each other and with other technologies. For example, TEG technology can 
be combined with other technologies such as turbocharger, photovoltaic, or Rankine cycle 
technique to get higher energy efficiency and low emissions [78]. The recovered heat can be 
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reused within the same process. It can also be transferred to another thermal, electrical, or 
mechanical process. 
2.3.2 Rankine Cycle 
There are several different thermodynamic cycles that can be used to generate electricity 
from exhaust heat. These technologies include organic Rankine [76], [82]–[88], supercritical 
Rankine [89], Rankine bottoming cycle [90]–[94], Kalina, trilateral flash, and Goswami 
cycles. However, the low-grade heat from the engine exhaust cannot be converted to 
electrical power very efficiently by using conventional methods. Research has shown that 
thermodynamic cycle of organic Rankine cycle and Rankine bottoming cycle are promising 
technologies to improve the engine system efficiency [80], [90]–[99].  
A Rankine cycle is a closed-loop system where a working fluid repeatedly circulates through 
four components (evaporator, turbine, condenser, and pump) to transform waste heat into 
mechanical or electrical power. If the selected working fluid is organic in nature, researchers 
often refer to this system as an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC). Brief schematic setup of 
organic Rankine cycle system is shown in Figure 2.1 [77].  
 
Figure 2.1. The brief schematic setup of organic Rankine cycle system. [77]. 
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DiBella et al. [100] demonstrated an average of 12.5% improvement in fuel consumption in a 
diesel organic Rankine-cycle in a 288-Bhp, Class 8, long-haul vehicle diesel engine. 
Srinivasan et al. [101] showed that the compounding hot EGR and ORC engine could get an 
average 7% improvement in fuel conversion efficiency and 18% reduction of NOx and CO2. 
He [102] demonstrated more heat recovered by the combined cycle, which consists of an 
ORC using cyclopentane as the working fluid of the ORC for recovering the waste heat of 
lubricant and exhaust gas, and a Kalina cycle for recovering the waste heat of cooling water.   
Vaja et al. [91] performed a second law analysis of the bottoming ORC matched to a 
stationary internal combustion engine and demonstrated that a 12% increase in the overall 
efficiency could be achieved concerning the engine with no bottoming, but the efficiency 
improvement is also dependent on the working fluid of ORC. Endo et al. [82] demonstrated 
that the thermal efficiency was increased from 28.9% to 32.7% (13.2% increase) at 100 km/h 
constant vehicle speed in a hybrid vehicle where the Rankine cycle system was installed, and 
an automatic control system to change steam temperature and pressure according to the load 
variation was constructed.  
In summary, the Rankine cycle waste heat recovery technology could get higher thermal 
efficiency with no increase of pumping loss and a small effect on the engine load. However, 
it has disadvantages such as complex structure, increased volume and weight for the vehicle 
system, and toxic working fluid [77]. 
2.3.3 Thermoelectric Generators (TEG) 
Thermoelectric materials can generate electricity from waste heat or be used as solid-state 
Peltier coolers [103]. The mobile charge carriers at the hot end tend to diffuse to the cold end 
when a temperature gradient is applied to a material. The thermoelectric effects arise because 
charge carriers in metals and semiconductors are free to move while carrying charge and heat. 
Thermoelectric devices contain many thermoelectric couples consisting of n-type (containing 
free electrons) and p-type (containing free holes) thermoelectric elements wired electrically 
in series and thermally in parallel, as shown in Figure 2.2. Due to the Seebeck effect, the 
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temperature difference provides the voltage. The thermoelectric generator uses the heat flow 
across a temperature gradient to power an electric load through the external circuit. 
Investigations of TEG technology have shown it could be a promising new technology to 
recover waste heat from internal combustion engines [104]–[114].  
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Figure 2.2. The thermoelectric module is showing the direction of charge flow on both cooling and 
power generation [103]. 
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Hussain et al. [110] developed a 1-D model to simulate the thermoelectric exhaust heat 
recovery for hybrid vehicles. The model predicted the potential to generate 300 W to 400 W 
under EPA highway drive cycle conditions for a 2.5L gas-electric hybrid vehicle.  
Weng et al. [106] used simulations to explore the influences of the number and the coverage 
rate on the heat-exchanger of the TEGs. It was found that implementing more thermal electric 
couples does not necessarily generate more power in total, and the average power per 
thermal-electric couple decreases rapidly. 
Zhang et al. [115] adopted a maximum power point tracker controller into the proposed 
system as a tool for power conditioning and transfer to the TEG and engine system. They also 
proposed and implemented a new automotive thermoelectric–photovoltaic (TE–PV) hybrid 
energy system. Both the TEG and PVG branches can achieve maximum power transfer 
independently. The experimental results of a 100 W prototype successfully verified the 
validity of the proposed system. Power improvement as much as 4.8% to 17.9% can be 
achieved. They mentioned that the proposed system would be very promising for different 
types of automobiles by scaling up the power ratings proportionally up to 1 kW.  
After reviewing the potential for fuel saving, Stobart et al. [104] concluded that the potential 
for fuel economy efficiency improvement from thermoelectric devices could be up to 4.7%. 
Thermoelectric generator technologies have advantages such as lightweight, no increase of 
pumping loss, environmentally friendly material, and no moving parts. However, the thermal 
efficiency improvement is relatively low, and it requires extensive exhaust surface areas and 
high investment, with a payback period of 3-6 years for the thermoelectric device with 
current thermoelectric materials and costs [104]. 
2.3.4 Electric Turbo-compounding (ETC) System 
The electric Turbo-compounding (ETC) system can be used to recover the pressure energy 
contained in the waste energy. It is based on the Brayton cycle, which is named after George 
Brayton, which describes the workings of a constant-pressure heat engine. The exhaust 
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energy can be transferred either to shaft work through the turbine [116] or to electricity 
through the compound turbine power generation systems [117] [118].  
A typical setup of electric turbo compound system in a diesel engine is shown in Figure 2.3 
[117]. Algrain [117] used simulation to show that the overall fuel consumption could be 
reduced by about 5% for a Class-8 on-highway truck engine with an ETC system installed.  
Hopmann [119] demonstrated ETC technology could bring an overall fuel saving of 3-5% 
based on an MY 2000 engine. The system cost is $2000 to $3400. Power-electronics account 
for half of the total cost. The payback period is 13 to 38 months. 
Hountalas et al. [120] used an engine simulation code to examine the effect of two exhaust 
heat recovery technologies, mechanical and electrical turbo-compounding, on overall engine 
fuel economy, power output, and pollutant emissions. Mechanical turbo-compounding can 
offer a maximum fuel consumption reduction of 0.5% to 4.5%, while electrical 
turbo-compounding can provide a maximum fuel consumption reduction of 3.3% to 6.5% 
with a highly efficient turbocharger and 1 bar exhaust pressure increase. Also, the reduction 
of NOx of mechanical turbo-compounding systems is around 12-17% while that of electrical 
turbo-compounding systems is 7%. 
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Figure 2.3. An electric turbo compound system for exhaust gas energy recovery in a diesel engine 
[117]. 
The electrical turbo-compounding system has a relatively simple structure and low volume, 
but it is highly dependent on the engine working cycles. 
2.3.5 Turbocharger 
Turbocharger technology is currently widely used to enable engine downsizing by increasing 
the specific work, and the pumping work is also reduced through this technology [65], 
[121]–[124]. This technology uses the gas turbine to reuse the heat and pressure in the 
expanding exhaust gas to increase engine power by compressing the air that goes to the 
engine’s combustion chambers.  
Petitjean et al. [123] used extensive data comparing production turbocharged and 
non-turbocharged engines/vehicles. It was shown that the turbocharging technology enables 
gasoline engine downsizing by about 30% and improves torque and acceleration performance 
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of the vehicle. Also, it improves fuel economy by 8-10% for the engine with same power, and 
it gives as much as 18% improvement in fuel economy for the vehicle. 
Also, by varying the degrees of boost through turbocharger technology, engine families with 
a much wider range of rated power can be developed from the same basic engine [123]. 
However, turbocharger technology suffers turbo-lag from the engine system with traditional 
turbochargers. Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT) technology was developed to use 
small movable vanes to direct the incoming exhaust flow through the turbine blades. The 
flow of the exhaust gas can be optimized by varying the angle of the vanes at different engine 
speeds. Andersen et al. [125] concluded that 10% improvement in fuel economy during low 
and high engine speed and torque could be achieved by using VGT compared to fixed 
geometry turbochargers.  
The electrically assisted turbocharging system was also developed to use electrical machines 
in a motoring mode to give additional power to the common shaft during low load operation 
to improve the transient engine performance. The typical diagram of an electrically assisted 
turbocharger is shown in Figure 2.4 [126]. Terdich et al. [127] showed that the combination 
of the electric turbocharger assist and variable geometry turbine is a very effective way to 
recover the transient response of a turbocharged engine whose boost is optimized for 
pumping losses reduction, and it can achieve fuel economy improvement as high as 4.2%. 
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Figure 2.4. Diagram of an Electrically Assisted Turbocharger [126]. 
2.3.6 Long-stroke engine design 
Newer engines that are highly tolerant of EGR dilution are under-square (stroke > bore). The 
new Toyota 1.2-Liter ESTEC 2ZR-FXE gasoline engine has a stroke to bore ratio of 1.097 
[128]. The long-stroke engine design is one of the keys to the high-efficiency engines which 
achieved >40% engine efficiency [129]. High-speed combustion is an effective way of 
expanding the EGR limit and intensifying in-cylinder turbulence by increasing the tumble 
ratio is an effective way of increasing the combustion speed. A long stroke engine design 
with under-square geometry raises the mean piston speed and, by extension, the in-cylinder 
turbulence, which scales with mean piston speed [130]. Higher turbulence shortens the 
duration of the early flame kernel development by transitioning to turbulent combustion 
sooner, thereby increasing combustion stability, and shortening combustion duration, which 
extends the EGR dilution limit. 
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2.3.7 Hybrid Pneumatic Power Systems (HPPS) 
A hybrid pneumatic power system (HPPS) was developed to store the flow work and recycle 
the exhaust gas energy of the ICEs, which could help the ICEs to operate in the maximum 
efficiency region [131]–[135]. Typically, the HPPS system consists of an ICE, an air 
compressor, a storage tank, an energy merger tank, and a turbine, as shown in Figure 2.5.  
By using the HPPS system, energy can be recovered from a braking phase or a combustion 
phase by pumping the exhaust gas or the pressurized air into the air tank during the low load 
of the vehicle. Then the energy stored in the air tank can be used to start the engine, or to 
provide additional power for the vehicle during the strong transient acceleration, or to use the 
pressurized air to overcome the turbo-lag problem, mentioned in section 2.3.5 [77]. 
Huang et al. [131] conducted experimental research on the exhaust gas energy recycling 
efficiency of HPPS. They found that exhaust-gas energy recycling efficiency could reach 
approximately 75–81%, and the efficiency of the vehicle equipped with HPPS can achieve 
approximately 40% under optimal conditions. Exhaust gas energy recycling is highly 
dependent on the cross-sectional area adjustment.  
Higelin et al. [134] used simple thermodynamics cycle modeling to simulate the hybrid 
pneumatic combustion engine and showed that the global fuel consumption could be reduced 
by around 15% without any specific optimization under a transient driving cycle.  
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Figure 2.5. The framework of the hybrid pneumatic-power system [131].  
2.3.8 Six-stroke Internal Combustion Engine Cycle 
A six-stroke engine cycle adds a two-stroke steam cycle after a four-stroke Diesel cycle. The 
additional power stroke produces more output work without adding additional fuel into the 
engine so that the fuel efficiency can be improved. This concept was first proposed by Dyer 
[136]. Then other patents [137], [138] showed more detailed designs for this idea. These 
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designs utilize the complete exhaust stroke from 540 Crank Angle Degree (CAD) to 720 
CAD and use the combustion chamber surfaces as the primary sources of heat to vaporize the 
water for the steam stroke. 
Conklin and Szybist [139] proposed another highly efficient six-stroke ICE cycle with water 
injection for the in-cylinder exhaust heat recovery. The two additional strokes involve 
trapping and compression of part of the exhaust from the fourth piston stroke, followed by a 
water injection event and an expansion event of the steam/exhaust mixture. The schematic of 
this concept is shown in Figure 2.6. The water injected during the 5th stroke is heated by the 
engine coolant so that this concept recovers heat from both the engine coolant and exhaust 
gas. It has been shown from the calculation that the net mean effective pressure of the steam 
expansion stroke can range from 0.75 to 2.5 bar, which indicates the great potential to 
increase the engine efficiency.  
 
Figure 2.6. Schematic of the six-stroke engine cycle [139]. 
2.3.9 Non-catalytic Fuel Reformate Generation  
Benefits from fuel reforming products attract significant interest from researchers to do 
investigations on on-board fuel reforming.  
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In terms of the non-catalytic in-cylinder reforming process in the engine systems, Alger and 
Mangold [140] from Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) proposed a Dedicated EGR  
(D-EGR) concept in which one cylinder is converted to operate under fuel-rich conditions to 
produce reformate, and reformate is exhausted to the intake manifold and consumed in 
spark-ignited (SI) combustion, as shown in Figure 2.7. Their SwRI D-EGR demonstrator 
shows an improved engine efficiency and reduced fuel consumption of at least 10% across 
the performance map [141]–[146].  
 
 
Figure 2.7. Schematic of Dedicated EGR Concept from SWRI [140]. 
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Another way to accomplish in-cylinder fuel reforming is to inject fuel during Negative valve 
overlap (NVO). Negative valve overlap, which is a common way of controlling HCCI 
combustion phasing, incorporates early exhaust valve closing (EVC) and late intake valve 
opening (IVO) to retain internal residual gases [147], [148]. NVO provides thermal and 
dilution advantages compared to external EGR strategies. Additionally, because the residuals 
are recompressed (reheated), NVO can enable reaction or reformation of fuel during the NVO 
period [149]. The effects of reformed gases include charge heating, dilution (reduced oxygen 
concentrations), increased heat capacity, changed chemical reactivity, and increased 
stratification. Reactions and heat release accompanying NVO fuel injection can change the 
temperature and composition of the charge before the main combustion, which can be used to 
control ignition, rate of pressure rise, peak pressure, combustion noise, misfire, and emissions 
[150]. The amount of fuel reforming can be controlled by injection timing and the ratio of 
split fuel injection [150]. Szybist et al. [151] investigated the non-catalytic in-cylinder 
reforming process during the NVO using a unique 6-stroke engine cycle and a conventional 
4-stroke cycle and found that substantial concentrations of H2, CO, methane, and other 
short-chain hydrocarbon species are produced during the reforming process under low-O2 
conditions. From the energy analysis, it was found that increased NVO-period global 
equivalence ratio, either from lower NVO period oxygen concentrations or higher fueling 
rates, in general, led to a higher fraction of net recovered fuel energy and work as heat losses 
were minimized [152]. Kalaskar et al. [153] investigated the chemistry of a range of fuels 
injected during NVO under low oxygen conditions. Fuels investigated included iso-octane, 
isobutanol, ethanol, and methanol. It has been found that products from NVO chemistry were 
highly dependent on fuel type and injection timing, with isooctane producing less than 1.5% 
hydrogen and methanol producing more than 8%. They also found that the kinetic 
mechanisms investigated are unable to accurately predict the magnitude and trends of major 
species observed in their experiment. 
These results indicate that an O2 deficient operation approach may be a pathway toward a 
chemical reforming process that is not thermodynamically expensive, and may even enable 
thermodynamic recuperation.  
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2.3.10 Catalytic Fuel Reformate Generation 
Catalytic fuel reforming technology is used for on-board clean hydrogen generation in fuel 
cells. Edwards et al. [154] demonstrated that 24 individual full-size prototype methanol 
fuel-processors could be combined to supply hydrogen to generate 20 kW of electrical power 
in a hybrid (battery + fuel cell) drivetrain. However, the concentration of CO needs to be 
reduced below 20 ppm to avoid poisoning the fuel cell anodes. 
Tsolakis et al. [155] tested the feasibility of producing hydrogen “on-board” by using a  
laboratory reforming mini reactor (shown in Figure 2.8) in the exhaust system of compression 
ignition engine fueled by conventional diesel and biodiesel mixture. It has been shown that 
the partial replacement of the hydrocarbon fuel by hydrogen combined with EGR resulted in 
simultaneous reductions of smoke and NOx without significant changes to engine efficiency. 
Also, the reformer contained up to 15% hydrogen produced by the mini-catalytic reactor. 
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Figure 2.8. Schematic of the liquid fuel reforming system from University of Birmingham [155]. 
Regarding catalytic fuel reforming, Ashida et al. [156] proposed an on-board fuel reforming 
system by adding a steam reforming catalyst and a reformer injector to the EGR supply line, 
as shown in Figure 2.9. They showed that hydrogen-containing reformate produced on-board 
is capable of expanding the EGR limit to the same extent as the addition of hydrogen alone, 
which is around 36%. However, the aged catalyst generated only half of the hydrogen as 
compared to a fresh catalyst.  
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Figure 2.9. On-board steam reformer integrated engine system from Nissa Motor. [156]. 
Kirwan et al. [157], [158] demonstrated that gasoline combustion was able to preheat the 
catalytic fuel reforming system rapidly and the preheat period of 5-10 seconds with 
pre-vaporized gasoline enabled the production of good quality reformate for fast engine 
starting. And the HC mass emissions from reformate fueled cold starts in a single-cylinder 
engine was up to 75% lower than with gasoline fueling.  
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Fowler et al. [159] demonstrated an integrated engine-reformer system suitable for vehicle 
integration with a compression ratio of 12:1 utilizing low-temperature reforming of E85 by 
using 119 g of Cu/Pd/C pellet catalysts and 105 g of copper-plated nickel sponge catalyst. 
They also showed that use of 25% reformate in the fuel enabled stable engine operation with 
extreme valve overlap and delivered efficiency improvement of about 10% over E85.  
Hwang et al. [160] demonstrated a thermally integrated reforming reactor (shown in Figure 
2.10) with a high conversion efficiency of fuel for diesel engines. This system produced 12% 
peak hydrogen concentration, but the overall engine efficiency was decreased.  
 
Figure 2.10. A thermally integrated reforming reactor using exhaust gas recirculation mixed with 
vaporized diesel fuel as reactants from University of Minnesota [160]. 
Fennell et al. [161], [162] demonstrated a prototype of exhaust gas fuel reformer integrated 
with a modern, turbocharged, 4-cylinder gasoline direct injection engine. The reformer is 
positioned in the exhaust stream after TWC. The schematic of this system is shown in Figure 
2.11. This method reduces NOx emissions by up to 91% and improves engine fuel 
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consumption by up to 8%. The presence of hydrogen and exhaust gas diluents in the 
combustion charge also reduces particle formation for lower total particulate matter 
emissions (up to 78% and 84% for number and mass, respectively). 
 
Figure 2.11. Schematic of a prototype of exhaust gas fuel reformer integrated with a modern, 
turbocharged, 4-cylinder gasoline direct injection engine from University of Birmingham [161]. 
Gukelberger et al. [163] demonstrated the water gas shift catalyst’s capability of producing 
significant quantities of H2 integrated with DEGR system. The setup of the system is shown 
in Figure 2.12. However, the formulation was not stable in the exhaust operating environment, 
leading to an activity loss over a period of approximately 12 hours. 
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Figure 2.12. Schematic of Water-Gas-Shift Catalyst Reforming for a D-EGR Engine [163]. 
The primary reforming reactions for a given hydrocarbon fuel include partial oxidation (POx), 
steam reforming (SR), dry reforming, and corresponding water gas shift (WGS) reactions 
[162]. Partial oxidation is exothermic, while steam reforming is endothermic. Steam 
reforming can take advantage of the exhaust heat, which is beneficial for thermochemical 
recuperation (TCR). Dry reforming is significantly endothermic. POx produces heat when O2 
is available and drives further steam reforming when O2 is not accessible. The heat of 
reaction of WGS is minimal, but WGS leads to a larger H2/CO ratio.   
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Chapter 3.  Fuel Effects on EGR Dilution Limit and 
Engine Efficiency                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
3.1 Introduction 
Engine technology is evolving at a rapid pace to meet vehicle fuel economy and CO2 
emission targets worldwide. External cooled EGR is an attractive technology to consider 
because it offers known thermodynamic benefits while maintaining compatibility with 
conventional 3-way catalysts for emissions control.  
The amount of EGR dilution is limited due to combustion instability issue. As EGR dilution 
increases, cycle-to-cycle variability increases, eventually leading to lower efficiency as 
reported by Alger et al. [26] and Stone et al. [66]. While there are some contributing factors 
to the instability, one major one is the large decrease in flame speed that occurs with EGR, as 
reported by Middleton et al. [164] and by Szybist and Splitter [50]. 
In this study, the EGR dilution tolerance is investigated in a multi-cylinder engine for two 
pure components: iso-octane, which has a relatively slow flame speed, and ethanol, which has 
a fast flame speed [165]–[167]. Additionally, Tier II certification gasoline is also included in 
the study.  The comparisons are conducted at an early combustion phasing and a late 
combustion phasing condition to understand how the combustion process and cyclic stability 
changes with combustion phasing and with fuel type.  
3.2 Methodology 
The engine used in this study is a 2.0 L GM Ecotec LNF engine equipped with the production 
side-mounted DI fueling system. Engine geometry details are presented in Table 3.1. The 
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engine is operated in the stock configuration, with the combustion chamber geometry and 
camshaft profiles unchanged.  
Table 3.1. Engine geometry. 
Bore x Stroke [mm] 86 x 86 
Conrod length [mm] 145.5 
Compression ratio [-] 9.2:1 
Fuel injection system Direct injection, side-mounted 
The engine is operated using a laboratory fueling system rather than the stock configuration.  
The fueling system uses a pneumatically-actuated positive displacement pump in conjunction 
with an electronic pressure regulator to provide fuel rail pressure. A constant fuel rail 
pressure of 100 bar is used throughout this study. A conditioning system is used to control the 
humidity of the intake combustion air to a dewpoint of 15°C.   
The engine is equipped with an external cooled EGR loop with the flow rate controlled by an 
electromechanical valve. Cooled EGR mixes with fresh air upstream of an air heater, 
followed by the intake plenum and then the intake manifold. The EGR used in this study is 
not treated with an exhaust catalyst before being recirculated to the intake. This arrangement 
allows the intake manifold temperature to be held at a constant temperature of 50°C 
regardless of the EGR level. EGR is measured by a non-intrusive method that utilizes 
pressure-compensated wideband oxygen sensors in both the intake and exhaust.  
A DRIVVEN engine controller with the Combustion Analysis Toolkit (DCAT) package is 
used to control the engine, to acquire crank-angle resolved data, and analyze combustion 
performance. Cylinder pressure data, heat release, and combustion analysis are collected for 
300 fired cycles for each condition. Cylinder pressure in each cylinder is measured using a 
flush-mounted piezoelectric pressure transducer from Kistler (6125C).  Fuel injection timing 
occurs during the intake stroke and is held constant at 280 CAD before top dead center firing 
(bTDCf). Spark timing is adjusted as-needed to achieve the desired combustion phasing and 
is trimmed for individual cylinders to match phasing. Spark dwell is held constant at 3.8 ms 
with the stock ignition coil to maintain constant ignition energy.   
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Engine fuel flow is measured with a Coriolis-based fuel flow meter, and engine coolant 
temperature is maintained at 90°C. The combustion emissions are monitored using a standard 
array of analyzers. NOx is measured using a heated chemiluminescence analyzer, CO and 
CO2 are measured using infrared analyzers, oxygen is measured using a paramagnetic 
analyzer, and unburned hydrocarbon emissions (HC) are measured with a heated flame 
ionization detector.   
Three fuels are used in this investigation to illuminate the fuel-specific differences on EGR 
tolerance. Two of these are pure-components: iso-octane and ethanol. The iso-octane is 
primary reference fuel (PRF) grade obtained from Haltermann Solutions and has a purity of 
99.89%. The ethanol is non-denatured (200 proof) and is procured from Decon Labs. The 
gasoline is a low-sulfur Tier II certification gasoline, referred to as “gasoline” throughout this 
manuscript, and is obtained from Haltermann under the product name EEE-Lube Cert 
Gasoline.  The fuel properties are given in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2. Fuel Property 
 ASTM Method Isooctane Ethanol Gasoline 
RON D2699 100 109 97.0 
MON D2700 100 90 88.7 
S (RON-MON) N/A 0 19 8.3 
C (wt%) E191 84.21 52.17 86.32 
H (wt%) E191 15.79 13.04 13.28 
O (wt%) D4815 0 34.78 <0.01 
HoV (kJ/kg) N/A 308 840 305 
External EGR sweeps are performed at engine load of 4 bar BMEP at an engine speed of 
2000 rpm and with CA50 combustion phasing of 8 and 16 CAD aTDCf. EGR sweeps are 
conducted at increments of 5% EGR to the intake system. The EGR dilution is limited by the 
coefficient of variation (COV) of indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) of 5%. 
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3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Efficiency and Emission 
Gross, net and brake thermal efficiency are shown as functions of EGR in Figure 3.1 for both 
advanced and retarded combustion phasing. Results in Figure 3.1 are for ethanol, though the 
trends are representative for all fuels. As EGR is initially increased, all efficiency metrics 
increase due to a combination of reduced pumping work, heat transfer, and increased γ, as 
discussed in the introduction. The efficiency decrease that occurs at the highest EGR levels is 
due to combustion instability and increased combustion duration. The efficiency of the 
condition with a late combustion phasing is lower because of the under-utilized engine 
expansion. 
The trends observed for the gross indicated efficiency are not exactly mirrored in the net 
indicated efficiency and brake efficiency. Peak gross indicated efficiency is achieved at 20% 
and 15% EGR for the advanced and retarded combustion phasing conditions respectively. 
However, the net indicated efficiency and the brake efficiency both increase after the net 
indicated efficiency has been achieved. This is because there are competing effects of gross 
work, which begins to decline, and a continued reduction in pumping work with additional 
EGR.   
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Figure 3.1. Thermal engine efficiency of ethanol as a function of EGR level and CA50 combustion 
phasing. 
NOx emissions are shown for ethanol in Figure 3.2, and the results are representative of the 
trends for all fuels. NOx emissions decrease with the increase of EGR rate and the retarded 
combustion phasing, as expected because both higher EGR rate and retarded combustion 
phasing lead to lower combustion temperature. However, increasing the EGR from 0% to 
25% reduces the NOx emissions by a factor of about 10, which is a much larger effect than 
the effect of retarded combustion phasing. 
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Figure 3.2. NOx emission of ethanol as a function of EGR level and CA50 combustion phasing. 
3.3.2 Combustion Stability 
The level of EGR that can be used is limited by the combustion stability. Combustion 
stability can be indicated by COV of IMEP. Figure 3.3 shows that both higher EGR and 
retarded phasing lead to higher COV of IMEP. For the early combustion phasing cases, COV 
of IMEP is nearly constant at EGR rates below 20%, and then dramatically increases to the 
dilution limit for early combustion phasing cases. For the late combustion phasing cases, 
COV of IMEP increases gradually with the increase of EGR rate. Fuel specific differences 
are also observed in Figure 3.3, with ethanol producing the lowest COV of IMEP for a given 
EGR rate and combustion phasing. This is the expected trend given the high flame speed of 
ethanol, and it is in agreement with previous literature reports [50]. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.3. COV of IMEP as a function of EGR level of ethanol, isooctane, and gasoline while CA50 
combustion phasing equals to 8 CAD (a) and 16 CAD (b). 
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As EGR increases, it is necessary to advance spark timing to maintain combustion phasing 
control as shown in Figure 3.4. Spark timing becomes less effective as a control method 
when it is highly advanced, as is necessary with high EGR rates. Once spark timing is more 
than 30 CAD bTDC, the amount of spark advance per percent EGR is much higher, as 
indicated by the non-linearity between spark timing and EGR in Figure 3.4. When spark 
timing is more advanced, the in-cylinder temperature is lower, which reduces flame speed. 
Also, the turbulence length scale is primarily a function of cylinder volume, with the length 
scale decreasing as cylinder volume decreases. The larger in-cylinder turbulence length scale 
when spark timing is more advanced leads to slower flame propagation. Also, the larger 
turbulence intensity at that moment is not beneficial for early flame kernel initiation and 
growth [1]. And if ignition timing is too advanced, it can lead to misfire [168]. Conversely, 
when spark timing occurs closer to TDC, spark timing is a much more effective control. Thus, 
there is a limited spark timing window available to compensate for the longer combustion 
duration that occurs as a result of high EGR rates. 
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Figure 3.4. Spark timing as a function of EGR level and CA50 combustion phasing of ethanol, 
isooctane, and gasoline. 
3.3.3 Combustion Duration 
The COV of IMEP, discussed in Figure 3.3, is an indication of the cycle-to-cycle variability, 
although it fails to provide insight into where and how the combustion instabilities occur 
from a phenomenological standpoint. To provide additional insight into the instability, Figure 
3.5 breaks the combustion event into three separate phases and illustrates the differences 
between early and late combustion phasing cases. Phase 1 is the spark timing to CA5 
combustion phasing, which is indicative of the early flame kernel growth. Phase 2 is the CA5 
to CA50 combustion duration, which is indicative of the turbulent flame propagation. Phase 3 
is the CA50 to CA75 combustion duration, which is indicative of the late stages of 
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combustion after the turbulent flame in the near-wall area. Figure 3.5 shows that the duration 
for all phases of combustion increases with increasing EGR, as does the variability of the 
combustion events, indicated by the height of the box. The box plot and the distribution curve 
shown in Figure 3.5 are a representation of key values from summary statistics of combustion 
duration of 300 cycles for each condition. The boxes are determined by the 25th and 75th 
percentiles. The whiskers are determined by the 10th and 90th percentiles. In phase 1, the 
spark timing to CA5 duration is the longest phase of combustion, and it has the most 
variability and the strongest response to EGR. It is notable that both Phase 2 and Phase 3 
respond linearly to EGR rate while Phase 1 shows a nonlinear trend. The cycle to cycle 
variation of combustion duration increases rapidly with the increase of EGR rate. Also, 
combustion phasing has little effect on the combustion duration of Phase 1 and Phase 3 for a 
given EGR level. However, as In-cylinder turbulence dominates phase 2, retarded 
combustion phasing hurts the combustion duration of Phase 2 and higher cycle to cycle 
variability of Phase 2. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.5. Box plot distributions of the spark-to-CA5, CA5-CA50, and CA50-CA75 distributions of 
ethanol for the entire 300 cycle averages as a function of EGR level while CA50 combustion phasing 
equals to 8 CAD and 16 CAD. 
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The difference between the combustion duration of Phase 1 and Phase 2 for early combustion 
phasing cases is larger than that of retarded combustion phasing cases. Combustion duration 
of Phase 2 is larger than that of Phase 1 for some cycles for retarded combustion phasing 
cases. Also, cycle to cycle variability of combustion duration of Phase 3 is much larger for 
retarded combustion phasing cases when EGR rate is above 20%, while cycle to cycle 
variability of the duration of Phase 3 is similar for early combustion phasing and retarded 
combustion phasing cases when EGR rate is below 20%. 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the nature of the combustion instability for ethanol. While this is 
qualitatively similar for all fuels, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the fuel-specific differences.  
As was previously highlighted in Figure 3.3, ethanol is the most dilution tolerant fuel, and 
coinciding with this, it also has the shortest duration of all fuels, regardless of EGR level and 
the portion of combustion. Interestingly, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show that the combustion 
stability limit occurs at approximately the same combustion duration for all fuels. This 
suggests that the combustion duration is responsible for the combustion instability, and the 
fuel type can affect the combustion duration, thereby influencing combustion stability. Also, 
critical combustion duration is affected by CA50 combustion phasing. For early combustion 
phasing cases, EGR rate mainly affects spark to CA5 while EGR largely affects both spark to 
CA5 and CA50 to CA90 for late phasing cases. The fuel type affects the combustion duration 
mainly during spark to CA5 period. Shorter spark to the CA5 duration for the late phasing 
can be attributed to the in-cylinder conditions that are more conducive to ignition. Namely, 
there is a higher in-cylinder temperature at late phasing, and the turbulence length scale is 
also smaller since in-cylinder turbulence is primarily a function of crank angle. Ozdor et al. 
[67] explain that the turbulent flame propagation starts when the flame kernel interacts with 
multiple turbulent eddies simultaneously, and a small turbulence lengths scale helps to 
transition into the turbulent flame propagation stage with a smaller flame kernel. 
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Figure 3.6. Combustion duration as a function of EGR level of ethanol, isooctane, and gasoline while 
CA50 combustion phasing equals to 8 CAD. 
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Figure 3.7. Combustion duration as a function of EGR level of ethanol, isooctane, and gasoline while 
CA50 combustion phasing equals to 16 CAD. 
Figure 3.8 shows the standard deviation of combustion duration for each of the phases of 
combustion. The most significant fuel-specific differences are in Phase 1 duration. The 
fuel-specific differences for Phase 2 are attenuated significantly, and fuel-specific differences 
for the latter phase of combustion are nearly indistinguishable. Further, the standard deviation 
of Phase 2 and Phase 3 follows a linear trend as a function of the corresponding mean value 
of that combustion duration. Also, the difference in Phase 1 between different types of fuel is 
much larger than that of Phase 2. This is because Phase 1 is largely affected by the flame 
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speed of the specific fuel. Also, as the mean value of Phase 1 duration increases, the 
difference of standard deviation of spark to the CA5 duration between different fuels 
becomes larger. This is mainly because higher flame speed allows the flame kernel 
development to be faster, which makes the combustion more resilient to the stochastic 
cycle-to-cycle turbulence differences [27]. 
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Figure 3.8. The standard deviation of combustion duration as a function of the mean value of 
combustion duration of ethanol, isooctane, and gasoline. 
3.4 Conclusions 
Ethanol gives the largest EGR tolerance at a given combustion phasing, engine load, and 
speed compared to isooctane and gasoline. The improved EGR dilution tolerance with 
ethanol is attributed to a faster flame speed. 
COV of IMEP increases gradually with the increase of EGR rate for late combustion phasing 
cases. COV of IMEP is nearly constant at EGR rates below a certain level, and then 
dramatically increases to the dilution limit for early combustion phasing cases. 
There is a limited spark timing window available to compensate for the longer combustion 
duration that occurs with high EGR rates.  
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The spark timing to CA5 duration is the longest phase of combustion, and it has the most 
variability and the strongest response to EGR.   
Combustion stability limit occurs at approximately the same combustion duration for all fuels. 
Combustion duration is responsible for the combustion instability, and the fuel type can affect 
the combustion duration, thereby influencing combustion stability.  
The standard deviation of CA5 to CA50 and CA50 to CA75 follows a linear trend as a 
function of the corresponding mean value of that combustion duration.
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Chapter 4. Committed In-Cylinder Reformer Engine 
System 
4.1 Introduction 
Technical challenges need to be addressed for the implementation of EGR. There are several 
potential ways to extend the dilution limit of EGR. These include the use high-energy long 
spark systems as shown by Alger et al. [69], incorporation of different higher turbulence 
combustion chamber flows [70], and the addition of fuel reformate which primarily consists 
of hydrogen and CO into the intake manifold. Regarding the benefits of fuel reformate, Alger 
et al. found that the addition of 1% (vol) hydrogen could extend the EGR limit from 25% to 
over 50% for gasoline and from 20% to 28% for CNG [29]. Hydrogen addition increases 
combustion rate, allows retarded spark timing leading to lower NOx, and improves indicated 
efficiency, as shown by Conte et al. [72], D'Andrea et al. [73], Ji et al. [74] and Tahtouh et al. 
[75]. Conte and Bouloucho used a bottled blend of CO, H2, and N2 chosen to simulate the 
most likely output of a partially oxidative reformer suitable for Internal Combustion Engine 
applications [169]. They found that addition of hydrogen-rich gas allows the engine to run 
with EGR as high as 51%. In all conditions they used, a significant increase in engine 
efficiency and a substantial decrease of UHC and NOx emissions were observed.  
Investigations into the use of a non-catalytic in-cylinder reforming process are promising. 
Alger and Mangold proposed a concept that one cylinder is converted to operate under 
fuel-rich conditions to produce reformate with significant concentrations of H2 and CO. The 
reformate is exhausted to the intake of the remaining cylinders and consumed in spark-ignited 
(SI) combustion [140]. Their SwRI D-EGR demonstrator shows an improved engine 
efficiency and fuel consumption of at least 10% across the performance map [142]. From the 
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energy analysis, it was found that increased NVO-period global equivalence ratio, either from 
lower NVO period oxygen concentrations or higher fueling rates, in general, led to a higher 
fraction of net recovered fuel energy, and work as heat losses were minimized [152]. These 
results indicate that an O2 deficient operation approach may be a pathway toward a chemical 
reforming process that is not thermodynamically expensive, and may even enable 
thermodynamic recuperation.  
The goal of the present study is to investigate the feasibility of in-cylinder reforming to 
achieve thermochemical recuperation and extended EGR dilution limits in SI Engines. In this 
research, an in-cylinder reforming technique in a multi-cylinder configuration, in which one 
of the engine cylinders acts as the reformer, is used. The reforming cylinder breathes in from 
the exhaust manifold and exhausts into the intake and requires input work from the crankshaft 
to the reforming cylinder rather than extracting from it. In this configuration, the 
advantageous fuel properties of reformate are utilized to determine if a sufficiently large 
efficiency benefit can be realized in the combustion cylinder to overcome the added friction 
and thermodynamic penalties associated with the reforming process. 
4.2 Methodology 
The engine used in this study is a highly modified GM Ecotec SI engine with the production 
side-mounted DI fueling system. Engine geometry details are presented in Table 4.1. The 
engine is re-configured such that the reforming cylinder breathes in from the exhaust 
manifold and exhausts into the intake manifold, as shown in Figure 4.1. A small research 
module hydraulic valve actuation (HVA) system from Sturman Industries is installed to 
enable fully variable valve actuation of cylinder 4, to accommodate the function of fuel 
reformer cylinder (cylinder 4). HVA system has the feasibility to achieve the TCR strategy 
and mimic the stock configuration of the engine. Accordingly, the cylinder head has been 
machined, disabling the functionality of the production cam of cylinder 4 and fuel pump 
systems, as shown in Figure 4.2. One of the stock pistons (compression ratio: 9.20:1) and the 
customized piston of cylinder 4 shown in Figure 4.3 (compression ratio: 11.85:1) were used 
during each part of the testing.  
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Table 4.1. Engine geometry. 
Bore x Stroke [mm] 86 x 86 
Conrod length [mm] 145.5 
Compression ratio [-] 9.2:1 for cylinder 1-3, 9.2:1 or 12.9 for cylinder 4 
Fuel injection system Direct injection, side-mounted 
 
Figure 4.1. The layout of the in-cylinder reforming engine. 
 
Figure 4.2. Modified cylinder head. 
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Figure 4.3. Stock piston and customized piston of cylinder 4. 
A conditioning system is used to control the humidity of the intake combustion air to a 
dewpoint of 15°C. The engine is equipped with an external cooled EGR loop with the flow 
rate controlled by an electromechanical valve. Cooled EGR mixes with fresh air upstream of 
an air heater, followed by the intake plenum and then the intake manifold. The EGR used in 
this study is not treated with an exhaust catalyst before being recirculated to the intake. This 
arrangement allows the intake manifold temperature to be held at a constant temperature of 
50°C regardless of the EGR level. EGR is measured using a non-intrusive method that 
utilizes pressure-compensated wideband oxygen sensors in both the intake and exhaust. Air is 
also metered to cylinder 4 using a mass air flow controller. 
The engine is operated using a laboratory fueling system rather than the stock configuration.  
The fueling system uses a pneumatically-actuated positive displacement pump in conjunction 
with an electronic pressure regulator to provide fuel rail pressure. A constant fuel rail 
pressure of 79.3 bar is used throughout this study.   
A DRIVVEN engine controller with the Combustion Analysis Toolkit (DCAT) package is 
used to control the engine and acquire crank-angle resolved data and to analyze combustion 
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performance at 1800 samples per revolution (0.2°CA resolution). Cylinder pressure data, heat 
release, and combustion analysis are collected for 300 fired cycles for each condition.  The 
pressure in each cylinder is measured using a flush-mounted piezoelectric pressure transducer 
from Kistler (6125C). Spark timing is adjusted as needed to achieve the desired combustion 
phasing and is trimmed for individual cylinders to match phasing. Spark dwell is held 
constant at 3.8 ms with the stock ignition coil to maintain constant ignition energy.   
Engine fuel flow is measured with a Coriolis-based fuel flow meter. Engine coolant 
temperature is maintained at 90°C. The combustion emissions are monitored using a standard 
array of analyzers. NOx is measured using a heated chemiluminescence analyzer, CO and 
CO2 are measured using infrared analyzers, oxygen is measured using a paramagnetic 
analyzer, and unburned hydrocarbon emissions (HC) are measured with a heated flame 
ionization detector. The SI combustion exhaust passes through heated sample lines and filters 
held at a constant temperature of 190°C before the emissions bench. All reformates from 
cylinder 4 except H2 from the fuel-rich reforming event in cylinder 4 are measured using a 
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) instrument from MKS. H2 is measured using a magnetic 
sector capillary inlet mass spectrometer from VTI Instruments. The reformate gases are 
pulled through a heated filter and sample line at 190°C, and the FTIR sample cell is also 
heated to a constant 190°C. 
The conditions maintained for sweeps of fuel injection durations, injection-timing settings, 
different compression ratio conditions, and EGR combinations are listed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2. Constant Operating Conditions 
Engine Speed (RPM) 2000 
Brake Mean Effective Pressure (kPa) 400 
Max Exhaust Valve Lift (mm) 9 
Max Intake Valve Lift (mm) 9 
DI Rail Pressure (bar) 77 
Exhaust Lambda (-) 1 
Intake Manifold Gas Temperature (°C) 49 
Engine Coolant Temperature (°C) 86 
Engine Oil Temperature ((°C) 95 
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Fuel used in this research is non-denatured (200 proof) ethanol procured from Decon Labs.  
Key fuel properties are listed in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3. Fuel Property 
 ASTM Method Ethanol 
RON D2699 109 
MON D2700 90 
S (RON-MON) N/A 19 
C (wt%) E191 52.17 
H (wt%) E191 13.04 
O (wt%) D4815 34.78 
HoV (kJ/kg) N/A 840 
1. RON and MON of iso-octane are 100 by definition 
2. Calculated from the molecular formula 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
The results section is divided into four subsections. The first subsection shows the effect of 
fuel injection duration and fuel injection timing in-cylinder reformate temperature on the fuel 
reforming process and engine performance, based on the testing results when the 
compression ratio of cylinder 4 is 9.2:1. The second subsection provides insight into the 
effect of compression ratio, oxygen concentration, and fuel concentration on the fuel 
reforming process and engine performance, based on the testing results when the 
compression ratio of cylinder 4 is 12.9:1. The third subsection presents the overall efficiency 
and combustion assessment of this strategy and this engine concept design by comparing with 
the conventional stock configuration and cylinder deactivation strategy. The fourth 
subsection describes the feasibility of feeding air to cylinder 4 by short-circuiting the exhaust 
of cylinder 2 (lean combustion) and cylinder 4. 
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4.3.1 Fuel Injection Duration 
To investigate the effect of fuel injection duration into cylinder 4 on the fuel reforming 
process, the end of fuel injection of ethanol was swept while keeping the start of injection 
timing and valve timing constant.  
Figure 4.4 shows an example of the engine operating under the in-cylinder reforming 
conditions when the compression ratio of all the cylinders is 9.2:1. The upper portion of the 
figure shows the cylinder pressure for cylinders 1-3 and depicts the conventional SI 
combustion process: the DI fueling system introduces the fuel during the intake stroke, and 
the cylinder contents are then compressed, expanded, and then exhausted. The lower portion 
of the figure depicts the in-cylinder reforming process, including valve lift traces from the 
HVA system. The cylinder breathes in the stoichiometric exhaust from cylinders 1-3 from the 
exhaust manifold while introducing the fuel with the GDI fueling system. The cylinder 
contents are then compressed without an ignition source and exhausted into the intake 
system.   
Figure 4.4 also depicts the fuel injection command for a sweep of injected ethanol quantity. 
As the injected fuel mass into the reforming cylinder was adjusted, the fuel injected into 
cylinders 1-3 was also adjusted to maintain a constant BMEP of 400 kPa. Spark timing was 
adjusted to maintain a constant CA50 combustion phasing of 8 CA aTDCf.   
Figure 4.5 shows the brake thermal efficiency and engine stability which is indicated by COV 
of IMEP of cylinder 1 as a function of fuel injection duration in cylinder 4. It has been shown 
that as the brake thermal efficiency increases, engine stability improves as the increase of 
injection duration. However, when the injection duration is larger than 1.6 ms, thermal 
efficiency starts to decrease while COV of IMEP stays at a small value. 
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Figure 4.4. Representative cylinder pressure for in-cylinder reforming strategy with corresponding 
valve, spark and injection event schedule. 
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Figure 4.5. Brake thermal efficiency and COV of IMEP as a function of injection duration of ethanol. 
Figure 4.6 shows the H2 and CO concentrations as functions of injected fuel. While there is 
an initial increase in these products when no fuel is injected, the product concentration of 
these species is low. Even though hydrogen increases slightly with the increase of injection 
duration, the trend doesn’t continue after a certain level of injection duration. While CO 
concentration is higher when fuel is injected into cylinder 4 compared to the case without fuel 
injection into cylinder 4, the CO concentration decreases as more fuel is injected into cylinder 
4.  
Figure 4.7 indicates the concentrations of major reformate species and remaining ethanol in 
the intake manifold while the fuel injection duration increases. As the amount of ethanol 
injected for the reforming process increases, the amount of ethanol that was measured in the 
intake manifold increases as well. Compared to a theoretical ethanol concentration for zero 
conversion, this figure shows that only a small fraction of the fuel is being converted to 
reformed products. This figure also illustrates that ethanol reforming yields significant 
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concentrations of acetaldehyde and ethylene. Acetaldehyde is not an equilibrium product, 
according to previous research. The concentration of acetaldehyde decreases significantly 
with the increase of injection duration, which mainly might be due to the charge cooling 
effect of evaporation of ethanol. Energy balance analysis of reforming products in the intake 
manifold as a function of injection duration is shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.6. The concentration of hydrogen and CO in the intake manifold as a function of injection 
duration of ethanol. 
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Figure 4.7. Speciation of reforming products in the intake manifold as a function of injection duration. 
 
Figure 4.8. The energy balance of reforming products in the intake manifold as a function of injection 
duration of ethanol. 
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4.3.2 Fuel Injection Timing 
In the previous section on the sweep of the fuel injection duration, the fuel was injected into 
the reforming cylinder while stoichiometric exhaust from the exhaust manifold was being 
inducted into the cylinder, akin to open-valve DI injection. This section explores the effect of 
fuel injection timing on the reforming event after the valve closing, as depicted in Figure 4.9. 
As in the previous section, engine load was maintained at a BMEP of 400 kPa, and CA50 
combustion phasing for cylinders 1-3 was maintained constant at 8 CA aTDCf by adjusting 
spark timing, while the valve timing setting was constant.  
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Figure 4.9. Representative cylinder pressure for in-cylinder reforming strategy with corresponding 
valve, spark and injection timing sweep. 
Figure 4.10 shows the effect of injection timing on the brake thermal efficiency and COV of 
IMEP by comparing the operating conditions of fuel injection timing on the reforming event 
after the valve closing to the operating conditions with fuel injection right after the valve 
opening event. It can be observed that brake thermal efficiency is slightly higher when fuel is 
injected at -280 CAD after TDC firing, and COV of IMEP is not affected directly by 
injection timing.  
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Figure 4.10. Brake thermal efficiency and COV of IMEP as a function of injection timing of ethanol. 
Figure 4.11 shows that the effect of fuel injection timing on H2 is not significant. Hydrogen 
concentration and CO concentration in the intake manifold are highest when fuel is injected 
at -280 CAD after TDC firing.  
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Figure 4.11. H2 and CO concentration in the intake manifold as a function of injection timing of 
ethanol. 
Figure 4.12 shows the speciation of reforming products in the intake manifold as a function 
of injection timing. Fuel conversion decreases and concentration of acetaldehyde decreases 
when the fuel injection timing is retarded closer to TDC of the compression event. Early 
injection timing is favorable for the fuel reforming process but still could not lead to a 
complete reforming process, which can be indicated by the concentration of acetaldehyde.  
Figure 4.13 shows the energy balance analysis of reforming products in the intake manifold 
as a function of injection timing.  
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Figure 4.12. Speciation of reforming products in the intake manifold as a function of injection timing 
of ethanol. 
 
Figure 4.13. Energy balance analysis of reforming products in the intake manifold as a function of 
injection timing of ethanol. 
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4.3.3 In-Cylinder Reformate Temperature 
The level of reforming activity shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.11 was lower than initially 
expected based on the experience of previous work [151]. However, a closer examination of 
the present system can provide insight into the differences. In the previous work, compressed 
gases had been trapped in-cylinder and then recompressed using a 6-stroke engine cycle. As a 
result, the temperature decrease from heat transfer was modest because the timescale was 
short and the gas wasn’t being moved past a valve or through a manifold, reducing the 
opportunities for convective heat transfer. This resulted in estimated peak cylinder 
temperatures during the recompression event of 1120-1200K. 
In contrast, the current study uses exhaust produced in cylinders 1 through 3, routed through 
the production exhaust manifold, and then inducted into cylinder 4. In this process, the 
temperature decreases substantially. The temperature of the exhaust gas for cylinders 1-3 is 
535°C when it enters the exhaust manifold, and by the time it is inducted into cylinder 4 the 
temperature has decreased to 419°C, representing a temperature drop of 116°C (shown in 
Figure 4.14). This temperature drop occurs despite using heavy insulation and a heating tape 
on the exhaust manifold to minimize thermal losses, and it illustrates the difficulty in 
retaining thermal energy as the gas is moved from one cylinder to another. While it is 
possible that this can be partially addressed with an exhaust manifold designed to minimize 
heat losses, it will likely always be a significant source of thermal energy losses.   
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Figure 4.14. Diagram of thermal loss. 
This heat loss, combined with using the OEM compression ratio piston of 9.2:1, leads to the 
much lower in-cylinder temperature. The peak in-cylinder temperature is less than 950 K. 
Ekoto et al. [152] showed the temperature and equivalence ratio conditions required to 
generate a significant concentration of reformate for each species. Their work shows that for 
all equivalence ratios, minimum temperatures between 1000 [152] and 1050K are required to 
generate significant amounts of reformed products (shown in Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.15. Reformate islands from Ekoto et al. [152]. 
Thus, in the following section, an attempt to increase the in-cylinder temperature is made 
through (1) increasing the compression ratio of cylinder 4 from 9.2:1 to 12.9:1, and (2) 
adding air injection into cylinder 4 so that exothermic combustion reactions can elevate the 
temperatures to drive the reforming reactions. 
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4.3.4 Compression Ratio 
The effect of the compression ratio change in cylinder 4 is shown in Figure 4.16 for matched 
conditions for the two compression ratio configurations. The higher compression ratio 
produces a significantly higher cylinder pressure, 2400 kPa vs. 1600 kPa. 
 
Figure 4.16. Pressure for cylinder 4 for matched in-cylinder reforming conditions for the two different 
compression ratio configurations. 
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Figure 4.17. The concentration of hydrogen in the intake manifold with different compression ratios. 
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Figure 4.18. The concentration of CO in the intake manifold with different compression ratios. 
This increase in temperature was smaller than what was expected based on the compression 
ratio increase, and it only resulted in a modest in-cylinder temperature increase, which leads 
to a slight increase of the concentration of H2 and CO, as shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 
4.18. Increasing the compression ratio, however, did not have as large an effect on the 
in-cylinder temperature because doing this also increased the heat transfer losses.   
4.3.5 Oxygen Concentration 
Results from experiments show that fuel conversion and reformate yield increase 
dramatically with the addition of air into the reforming cylinder. As shown in Figure 4.19 and 
Figure 4.20, as the equivalence ratio in the reforming cylinder decreases, the concentrations 
of hydrogen and CO in the intake manifold increase significantly. However, other species 
such as acetaldehyde and ethylene decrease at the same time, shown in Figure 4.21, which 
indicates that acetaldehyde and ethylene are not favorable products with more air addition. 
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The amount of hydrogen, CO, and CH4 still are not sufficient even with relatively low 
equivalence ratio, so that the effect of oxygen concentration is minimal to change the thermal 
efficiency and combustion duration, as shown in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23.  
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Figure 4.19. Intake hydrogen concentration as a function of equivalence ratio. 
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Figure 4.20. Intake CO concentration as a function of equivalence ratio. 
 
Figure 4.21. Reformate species concentration as a function of equivalence ratio. 
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Figure 4.22. Brake thermal efficiency as a function of equivalence ratio. 
 
Figure 4.23. Combustion duration as a function of equivalence ratio. 
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4.3.6 Comprehensive Efficiency Analysis 
Comparing the brake thermal efficiency of the best operating points for each sweep with that 
of conventional EGR and cylinder deactivation, it has been shown in Figure 4.24 that the 
efficiency increase of in-cylinder fuel reforming strategy can be attributed primarily to 
cylinder deactivation and EGR dilution rather than in-cylinder reforming.  
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Figure 4.24. Comprehensive Efficiency Comparison of Conventional EGR, Cylinder Deactivation, 
and In-cylinder Fuel Reforming. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Low cylinder temperatures resulted in minimal fuel conversion with the in-cylinder 
reforming strategy of the ethanol. Despite low fuel conversion, brake thermal efficiency 
improvement of 8% is achieved through EGR and cylinder deactivation effects. Some oxygen 
in-cylinder helps fuel conversion, but the higher conversion of fuel into reformate did not 
result in higher brake thermal efficiency and dilution limit extension.  
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Chapter 5.  Catalytic EGR-Loop Reforming Engine 
System 
5.1 Introduction 
Efficiency improvements in spark-ignited engines are desired as a way to meet increasingly 
challenging fuel economy and CO2 emission regulations [4]. External cooled exhaust gas 
recirculation (EGR) provides known thermodynamic benefits while maintaining 
compatibility with conventional three-way catalysts for emissions control [24]. Caton [25] 
summarized the thermodynamic benefits of EGR, which include reduced pumping work at 
part-load conditions, decreased heat transfer due to lower cylinder temperature, and an 
increased ratio of specific heats. External EGR is also a proven way to decrease the knocking 
propensity for a given fuel, which can be used as the basis for additional increases in 
efficiency through more advanced combustion phasing or higher compression ratio [26]. 
Lastly, EGR reduces NOx emissions over a broad range of speed and load conditions [27]. 
The amount of EGR dilution that can be used is limited due to cycle-to-cycle combustion 
instability, thereby limiting the potential efficiency benefit of EGR [28], [65]. The cause of 
the cyclic instability with EGR has been linked to a decrease in flame speed, which elongates 
the initial flame kernel development process, making it more susceptible to stochastic 
turbulence variation [61], [66], [170]. While several technologies unrelated to fuel reforming 
are being developed to extend the EGR dilution limit, including high-energy long-duration 
ignition systems [69] and incorporation of different higher turbulence combustion chamber 
flows [70], the focus of this work is to extend the EGR dilution limit by using the reformed 
products of the fuel to increase the EGR dilution tolerance.  
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The addition of the major products of fuel reforming, H2 in particular, increases the 
combustion rate and can increase engine efficiency because of the shorter combustion 
duration [72]-[75], [165]–[168]. Alger et al. [29] reported that H2 could also be used to 
extend the EGR dilution limit, with the addition of 1 vol % H2 extending the EGR limit from 
25% to more than 50% for gasoline and from 20% to 28% for compressed natural gas. Ivanič 
et al. [44] added reformate at levels of 15% and 30% gasoline energy equivalent in a single 
cylinder engine and found that, under part-load conditions, lean dilution can improve engine 
efficiency by as much as 12% while EGR dilution delivers 8% improvement.  
Though there are many approaches to generating reformate on-board, they can generally be 
classified into two broad categories. The first category is where fuel is reformed in one or 
more cylinders in an engine using non-catalytic processes. This category includes the 
Dedicated EGR (D-EGR) strategy developed by Southwest Research Institute, which is the 
most advanced strategy in this category [140]. D-EGR uses fuel-rich combustion in one 
cylinder and recirculates its exhaust to the intake system, generating brake thermal efficiency 
as high as 42.5% [141] and demonstrating a vehicle-level fuel consumption decrease of more 
than 10% [144]. This category also includes injecting fuel during the negative valve overlap 
period for a homogeneous charge compression ignition engine to manipulate the fuel-air 
mixture auto-ignition propensity [141], [149], [169]–[172]. The second category of fuel 
reforming and the category of the present work is where a catalyst is used to reform the fuel 
outside of the engine cylinders [153]–[156], [173]–[176].  
Catalytic reforming processes often use the sensible enthalpy in the exhaust to promote 
reforming reactions over the catalyst to improve the energetics of reforming [153]–[155], 
[173]. The range of possible combustion and reforming reactions that can occur has been 
presented by Ahmed and Krumpelt [182] and by Jamal and Wyszynski [173], [183] and is 
presented below for completeness using iso-octane as the starting fuel. Equation 5.1 below 
shows the reaction stoichiometry for the complete combustion of iso-octane, while Equation 
5.2 defines equivalence ratio (). For this manuscript, refers to the O2/Fuel ratio of 
complete combustion in Equation 5.1 relative to the actual O2/Fuel ratio. Equation 5.3, 
Equation 5.4, and Equation 5.5 show the primary types of reactions that can occur in a 
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reformer, using iso-octane as an example fuel. When O2 is present such that the molar O/C 
ratio is unity, partial oxidation (POx) occurs where the parent hydrocarbon is converted to CO 
and H2, resulting in an exothermic process as shown in Equation 5.3. For an environment 
where O2 is not sufficient but where H2O is present, the resultant steam reforming reaction, 
shown in Equation 5.4, is highly endothermic and results in much higher concentrations of H2. 
Ideally, the endothermic steam reforming reactions are driven by the sensible enthalpy in the 
exhaust, allowing for waste heat recovery through thermochemical recuperation (TCR) [101]. 
In this work, we studied reforming environments that contain an insufficient amount of O2 to 
convert all of the fuel to CO and H2 through Equation 5.3 and thus consist of a balance of 
POx, steam, and dry reforming processes. 
Complete Combustion: C8H18 + 12.5 O2 → 8 CO2 + 9 H2O (-5050.2 kJ/mol) Equation 5.1 
Equivalence Ratio: 
  
Equation 5.2 
POx Reforming: C8H18 + 4 O2 → 8 CO + 9 H2 (-660.4 kJ/mol) Equation 5.3 
Steam Reforming: C8H18 + 8 H2O → 8 CO + 17 H2 (+1,274.2 kJ/mol) Equation 5.4 
Dry Reforming: C8H18 + 8 CO2 → 16 CO + 9 H2 (+1,603.8 kJ/mol) Equation 5.5 
The work by Leung et al. [180] showed that, for ethanol, the steam reforming reaction 
(Equation 5.4) is very active at engine exhaust temperatures, converting nearly 100% of the 
fuel energy at 600°C. In contrast, dry reforming (Equation 5.5) produces less than 40% fuel 
conversion at the same temperature. This indicates that dry reforming is not the favored 
reaction pathway, likely due to the larger energy input required, especially at lower initial 
temperatures. Regardless of whether reforming takes place via the steam or dry reforming 
pathway, though, the product concentrations can equilibrate via the water-gas shift (WGS) 
reaction, shown in Equation 5.6.  
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WGS: CO+H2O→CO2+H2 (-41 kJ/mol)                                           Equation 5.6 
It can be challenging to operate the engine and catalyst systems together, so that good 
performance of the catalytic reformer and engine are achieved simultaneously. Hwang et al. 
[160] integrated a reforming catalyst containing Rh and Pt into the exhaust manifold of a 
diesel engine. While they were able to produce high concentrations of H2 (> 10%), the 
reforming system resulted in an overall engine efficiency decrease because the reformer 
catalyst equivalence ratio was too low (catalyst as low as 1.5), and the reforming process was 
too dependent on the exothermic reactions. In contrast, Ashida et al. [156] used a steam 
reforming catalyst (4 wt% Rh/Al2O3, La additive) in the EGR loop of a spark ignition engine 
without any additional O2 (catalyst approaching ∞). They initially found high levels of fuel 
conversion and H2 production, but the steam reforming catalyst began deactivating 
immediately, with a 35 ppm Sulfur fuel resulting in a 90% deactivation within 5 hours. 
In this chapter, we characterize reformer catalyst performance over a range of catalyst 
conditions to find a balance between the POx reactions required for sustained catalyst activity 
and durability and the endothermic steam reforming reactions needed to minimize energy 
losses or to achieve TCR during reforming. This experimental study was conducted using a 
full-sized catalyst on a multi-cylinder engine but builds on previous bench flow reactor 
experiments conducted by Pihl et al. [184]. This chapter characterizes reformer performance 
and energetics using iso-octane with the EGR-loop reforming catalyst under a variety of 
operating conditions and the whole-engine performance, including EGR dilution tolerance, 
emissions, and brake thermal efficiency.  
5.2 Methodology 
5.2.1 Equilibrium Calculations 
The limiting chemical equilibrium products were determined for a range of conditions in the 
reforming reactor using the equilibrium solver in ANSYS Chemkin-Pro 17.2. All of the 1,389 
species in the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) gasoline surrogate kinetic 
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mechanism (and their associated thermodynamic properties) were included, allowing the 
resulting products to be fully unconstrained [185]. A range of equivalence ratios was included, 
with the as-fed CO2, O2, H2O, and N2, and the parent fuel at varying concentrations. Two 
parent fuels representing different H/C ratios were considered for the calculations: iso-octane 
(H/C = 2.25) and toluene (H/C = 1.14). The calculations were performed for initial O2 mole 
fractions ranging from 0.005 to 0.06 and for equivalence ratios from 3.0 to 10.0. Equilibrium 
calculations were conducted at initial temperatures of 500°C and 700°C. 
5.2.2 Experimental Facility 
The engine used in this study was a 2.0 L GM Ecotec LNF engine equipped with the 
production side-mounted direct injection fueling system. Engine geometry details are 
presented in Table 5.1. The combustion chamber geometry and camshaft profiles were 
unchanged from the stock configuration. The first part of the experiment focuses on the 
catalyst operation, and data presented here represent just one of the four cylinders operating 
and feeding the catalyst, referred to as cylinder 4. The second part of the experiment 
evaluates the full engine operation performance. The engine configuration shown in Figure 
5.1 is used for reformer performance characteristics experiment. Primary fuel used in this 
research is isooctane and Tier II Lube Certificate fuel is also tested to verify the performance 
of this system design with a real fuel. The fuel properties of the primary reference fuel 
iso-octane and obtained from Haltermann and the comparison with other reference fuels are 
listed in Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.1. Engine geometry. 
Bore × Stroke [mm] 86.0 × 86.0 
Conrod length [mm] 145.5 
Wrist pin offset toward expansion stroke[mm] 0.8 
Compression ratio [-] 9.2/1 
Fuel injection system 
Direct injection, side-mounted, production 
injector with opposite linear wall directed 
six-hole spray pattern 
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of the engine and test cell configuration for the catalyst-only experiments. 
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Table 5.2. Investigated Fuel Properties and Reference Fuel Specifications 
  Iso-octane Tier II Lube Cert Gasoline Tier II Gasoline Tier III Gasoline 
RON 100 97 96.8 91.8 
MON 100 88.7 88.6 84.2 
S 0 8.3 8.3 88 
Ethanol [ % ] 0 0 0 9.8 
T10 [ deg C ] 99 52.2 52.2 54.6 
T50 [ deg C ] 99 104.5 103.3 89.9 
T90 [ deg C ] 99 156.7 155.6 157.8 
Sulfur [ ppm ] 0 7 30 10.2 
Carbon [ wt % ] 84.2 86.5 86.6 82.63 
Hydrogen [ wt% ] 15.8 13.28 13.4 13.66 
Oxygen [ wt % ] 0 <0.01 None Detected 3.71 
To evaluate the full engine operation performance, two different configurations for the engine 
were used: a conventional EGR configuration and a catalytic EGR-loop reforming strategy 
configuration. All data were collected at an engine speed of 2,000 rpm, and a load of 4 bar 
brake mean effective pressure (BMEP). Further, all data were collected for CA50 combustion 
phasing, or the timing of 50% heat release, between 6 and 10 crank angle degrees (CAD) 
ATDC firing (ATDCf) in each cylinder, which corresponds to maximum brake torque.  
For the conventional EGR condition, which is shown in Figure 5.2a, the engine was equipped 
with an external cooled EGR loop with the flow rate controlled by an electromechanical 
valve. Cooled exhaust gas was mixed with fresh air upstream of an air heater. The 
recirculated exhaust gas in this study was not treated with an exhaust catalyst before being 
recirculated to the intake. This arrangement allowed the intake manifold to be held at a 
constant temperature of 52°C regardless of the EGR level. EGR was measured using 
nonintrusive pressure-compensated wideband oxygen sensors in both the intake and exhaust. 
This method has been described in Chapter 2 and is similar to that used in other 
investigations using conventional EGR [50]. 
The catalytic reforming strategy, which is shown in Figure 5.2b, presents an alternative 
engine operating strategy that has not been reported previously. A single isolated cylinder 
feeds the reforming catalyst and provides the entirety of the reformate-EGR mixture to the 
other three cylinders. The isolated cylinder, which will be referred to as cylinder 4, does not 
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have the ability to breathe the EGR-reformate mixture as the other cylinders do. However, 
because all of the cylinder 4 exhaust is used to feed the reforming catalyst and is recirculated 
to the other three cylinders, it is not necessary to maintain stoichiometric conditions in 
cylinder 4 to have a stoichiometric exhaust. In fact, to provide the catalyst with the proper 
feed for good performance, cylinder 4 is intentionally operated under non-stoichiometric 
conditions. 
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 (a) (b) 
Figure 5.2. Schematic of the engine and test cell configuration for (a) the conventional EGR 
configuration and (b) the catalytic exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)–loop reforming strategy. 
The engine was operated using laboratory fueling and air handling systems. A lift pump 
delivered fuel at 5 bar pressure through a Coriolis effect flow meter to the engine, where the 
cam-driven fuel pump was used to maintain a constant rail pressure of 100 bar throughout the 
experiment. The air for cylinder 4 was supplied using a mass flow controller. A Drivven 
engine controller with the Combustion Analysis Toolkit package was used to control the 
engine and acquire crank angle (CA)–resolved data. For each experimental condition, 
cylinder pressure, spark discharge, and camshaft position data were recorded at 0.2°CA 
resolution for 1,000 sequentially fired cycles. Cylinder pressure was measured using a 
flush-mounted piezoelectric pressure transducer from Kistler (6125C), and camshaft position 
was recorded from the production Hall-effect sensors. Start of fuel injection timing was 
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commanded during the intake stroke and was held constant at 280°CA before firing top dead 
center (TDC), and the start of post-injection was held constant at 150°CA after TDC. Engine 
coolant temperature was maintained at 90°C. Concentrations of water, CO2, CO, CH4, and 
iso-octane were measured using a MultiGas 2030HS Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
instrument from MKS Instruments. The FTIR was calibrated to detect up to 20% water using 
an 8-point calibration and 23% CO2 using a 14-point calibration. Two different calibrations 
for CO were, with the low detection range being a 5000 ppm, 15-point calibration, and the 
high detection range being an 8%, 10-point calibration. The calibrated ranges for CH4 was 
3000ppm using a 14-point calibration, and for iso-octane, a 1000ppm range using a 5-point 
calibration was used. Hydrogen was measured using an ODYSSEY magnetic sector 
capillary-inlet mass spectrometer from VTI Instruments. A gas divider was used to verify that 
there was a linear response up to 10% H2, thereafter a single-point calibration of 10% was 
used for daily calibration. Smoke emissions were monitored with a reflective filter smoke 
number instrument, but all smoke measurements registered a negligible filter smoke number 
(< 0.01). Thus the further discussion of smoke emissions is omitted.  
The reforming catalyst was a pre-commercial 2 wt % Rh supported on Al2O3, which was 
synthesized and coated on a cordierite monolith substrate by Umicore Autocat USA. Rh is 
used because of its overall durability and sulfur tolerance [158]. Two cordierite catalyst 
monoliths were used in the experiment, each measuring 106 mm in diameter and 106 mm in 
depth, providing a total catalyst volume of 1.9 L. The catalyst cell density was 400 cells per 
square inch. The temperature was monitored at the catalyst inlet, between the two catalyst 
monoliths, and at the catalyst outlet, also shown in Figure 5.1.  
5.2.3 Experimental Methodology for Reformer Characterization 
The engine was operated in such a way as to provide the catalyst with a fuel-rich mixture that 
also contained oxygen. This was accomplished by operating the main combustion event in 
cylinder 4 fuel-lean and providing a post-injection of fuel near the exhaust valve opening 
timing. A schematic of the cylinder pressure and the fuel injection schedule for this strategy is 
shown in Figure 5.3. The main injection event was held constant throughout this study, 
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delivering 16 mg/injection event. Both the level of excess air and the post-injection fuel mass 
were variable. 
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Figure 5.3. Cylinder pressure and fuel injection strategy for operation with catalyst reforming. 
Fuel-Lean combustion combined with a post-injection provides a fuel-rich catalyst with oxygen 
present. 
The main combustion event was adjusted among four combustion conditions (combustion = 0.91, 
0.83, 0.77, and 0.71), resulting in four nominal oxygen flow rates to the catalyst (  = 6.1, 
11.9, 17.5, and 23.3 g/min). A portion of the fuel that was delivered in the post-injection was 
not exhausted and sent to the catalyst, but rather was included in the trapped residuals and 
consumed in the subsequent combustion cycle. For the purpose of presenting results, that 
portion of fuel was neglected when calculating combustion,  and catalyst. As a practical 
matter, though, the trapped residual fuel prevented us from precisely knowing the fuel energy 
and the composition being delivered to the reforming catalyst, effectively preventing 
elemental and energy balances to be conducted on the experimental results.  
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At each oxygen flow rate, the post-injection fuel was varied to yield an estimated catalyst 
ranging from 3.0 through 10.0. The minimum fuel delivered in the post-injection event was < 
5 g/min, or about 10% of the fuel required by the remaining three cylinders to achieve 4.0 bar 
brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) at 2,000 rpm. The maximum fuel delivered in the 
post-injection was 66.6 g/min, or about 135% of the fuel required by the remaining three 
cylinders. Thus, this range of fuel flux over the catalyst, presented graphically in Figure 5.4, 
represents a wide operating range (note that the markers for conditions I, II, and III in Figure 
5.4 are referred to in the Results section).  
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Figure 5.4. Fuel flow rate through the catalyst as a function of catalyst O2 flow rate and catalyst. 
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We followed a systematic procedure at each experimental condition to ensure that if coking 
did occur, the catalyst was regenerated prior to the next condition. This procedure consisted 
of the following steps.  
1. Operating the engine without the post-injection at the desired combustion and allowing 
the catalyst to thermally stabilize.  
2. Once the catalyst stabilized, the data acquisition was started and allowed to run for 
about 1 min before the post-injection was started.  
3. The post-injection was introduced, causing a step-change in catalyst, and the system 
was allowed to operate under these conditions for about 7 min.  
4. The air flow rate was reduced, and the post-injection was stopped at nearly 
simultaneous timing to produce combustion = 1.0.  
5. The combustion was gradually decreased by increasing the cylinder 4 air flow rate over 
the course of 5 min to allow any coke formed on the catalyst to be gradually oxidized, 
preventing a large and potentially damaging spike in temperature.  
Throughout the chapter, the results from these conditions are presented in two ways: (a) the 
transient response to the step change in catalyst with the post-injection introduction and (b) 
the quasi-steady-state temperature profiles and species concentrations at the catalyst exit 
produced by the reforming process. 
5.2.4 Experimental Methodology for Engine Performance 
Evaluation 
While this full range of oxygen flow rates and the catalyst was investigated in the companion 
catalyst mapping investigation, it is noteworthy that only a portion of this operating map 
provided sufficient combustion stability in cylinders 1–3, as is discussed in the Results 
section. 
While cylinder 4 was operated over the range of combustion described above, cylinders 1–3 
were operated to maintain overall stoichiometric conditions in the exhaust to maintain 
compatibility with conventional three-way catalyst emissions control systems. As catalyst and 
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oxygen flow rate conditions changed, the amount of fuel energy contained in the 
EGR-reformate mixture also changed. Thus, the fueling rate in cylinders 1–3 was adjusted to 
maintain overall stoichiometric conditions and a constant brake load.  
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Energetics and Equilibrium Analysis 
The energetics of the reforming process is dependent on the relative amount of steam vs. POx 
reforming, the H/C ratio of the fuel, and competing for equilibrium products. The energetics 
of the reforming process is dependent on the relative amount of steam vs. POx reforming, the 
H/C ratio of the fuel, and competing for equilibrium products. Equations 1 and 2 introduced 
the energetic differences of steam and POx reforming in the introduction of a single fuel. 
Figure 5.5 introduces the effect of H/C ratio by showing the ratio of product enthalpy to 
reactant enthalpy for a series of alkanes, olefins, and aromatics. The individual species 
enthalpy values were taken from Szybist et al. [152] and are referenced at a constant 
temperature and pressure condition and therefore do not consider sensible enthalpy effects. 
An enthalpy ratio less than unity represents a chemical energy loss during the reforming 
process, whereas an enthalpy ratio of greater than unity represents a chemical energy increase 
or TCR.  
Figure 5.5 illustrates the limiting energetics when the reactions are constrained to either POx 
reforming or steam reforming only. POx reforming results in a chemical energy loss for all 
fuels, whereas steam reforming results in a chemical energy increase. The chemical energy 
loss for POx reforming decreases as the H/C ratio of the fuel increases. For example, methane 
(H/C = 4) experiences only a 4% energy loss whereas benzene (H/C = 1) experiences a 23% 
energy loss. The enthalpy ratio of steam reforming for all of the fuels considered shows a 
15% to 25% chemical energy increase. Steam reforming shows some dependencies with 
regard to the H/C ratio but is overall not as sensitive to this factor. Interestingly, olefins have 
the lowest enthalpy reforming ratio for steam reforming. 
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Figure 5.5. Enthalpy ratio of reforming as a function of the fuel H/C ratio for POx and steam 
reforming. 
To understand the more complex realistic equilibrium product distributions, calculations were 
performed using CHEMKIN as described above with iso-octane and toluene over the range 
of initial temperatures, equivalence ratios, and oxygen concentrations investigated 
experimentally. These calculations considered all possible product species included in the 
LLNL gasoline kinetic mechanism. Iso-octane and toluene were chosen as initial reactants 
because they are commonly used in gasoline surrogates and because they have significantly 
different H/C ratios (iso-octane H/C = 2.25, toluene H/C = 1.14). 
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Figure 5.6 shows the calculated equilibrium reforming enthalpy ratios for two different initial 
temperatures, 500°C and 700°C, for both iso-octane and toluene. The reforming enthalpy 
ratios are presented as functions of catalyst of the mixture and the O2 mole fraction. In 
addition to catalyst, the abscissa is also labeled with the molar O/C ratio, as this is commonly 
used in describing reforming stoichiometry. First, it is notable that the enthalpy fraction is 
significantly higher for the higher starting temperature for both fuels, particularly for > 5. 
This indicates that the reforming energetics are enthalpy-limited at the high catalyst. Steam 
reforming is highly endothermic and thus requires considerable initial sensible enthalpy to 
drive the equilibrium products to H2 and CO. The enthalpy fraction results fall into two 
distinct operating regimes. 
For catalyst< 5, the enthalpy ratio is primarily a function of with very little dependence on 
the O2 mole fraction. In this region, POx dominates, and fuel energy is consumed during the 
reforming process. 
For catalyst> 5, the enthalpy ratio becomes more dependent on the O2 mole fraction, with 
higher O2 mole fractions resulting in reduced enthalpy ratios. At these conditions, a higher O2 
mole fraction corresponds to a higher mole fraction of the fuel to maintain a constant catalyst. 
As a result, more energy input is needed to drive the endothermic steam reforming reactions. 
At lower O2 flow rates, the diluents carry sufficient sensible enthalpy to convert the fuel to H2 
and CO. At higher O2 flow rates, the diluents make up a smaller fraction of the total and do 
not have sufficient sensible enthalpy. Thus, the higher the O2 mole fraction, the higher the 
demand for energy input to drive the reaction toward the products with high chemical 
enthalpy: H2 and CO.  
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Figure 5.6. Enthalpy fraction of reforming products to the initial fuel with 500°C and 700°C for 
iso-octane and toluene. 
From the above equilibrium modeling results, it is clear that the reforming products contain 
three major components: H2, CO, and CH4. The enthalpy fraction of each of these 
components relative to the reactant enthalpy is shown in Figure 5.6 for iso-octane at 700°C. 
The H2 enthalpy fraction resembles the overall enthalpy fraction shown in Figure 5.8, 
exhibiting a maximum coincident with the overall enthalpy fraction maximum. The H2 
enthalpy accounts for anywhere from < 25% to > 75% of the initial fuel enthalpy. Relative to 
the other species, the CO enthalpy fraction shows only a small amount of variability over this 
range of conditions, accounting for 30%–50% of the total fuel energy. The CH4 formation is 
highly dependent on the catalyst and oxygen mole fraction conditions. There is minimal CH4 
formation for a catalyst< 5, but substantial CH4 at a catalyst> 5 at high O2 concentrations. 
The CH4 formation occurs in the region where the enthalpy balance becomes less favorable 
(Figure 5.6) and the H2 concentration decreases (Figure 5.8). Thus, the enthalpy balance is 
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highest when H2 and CO are formed, but CH4 can also be a competing equilibrium product 
that degrades the enthalpy balance at high O2 mole fraction concentrations.  
Regardless of whether the initial reforming reactions are steam reforming (Equation 5.7) or 
dry reforming (Equation 5.8), WGS reactions will drive the system toward an equilibrium 
H2/CO ratio. The H2/CO ratio is a strong function of temperature, as shown in Figure 5.7 for 
a single starting condition (catalyst = 6, O2 mole fraction = 0.03). Thus, regardless of whether 
the initial mechanistic step is steam or dry reforming, WGS reactions will favor H2 at low 
temperatures and favor CO at higher temperatures. It is interesting to note that the 
equilibrium H2/CO ratio at 400°C is close to the H2/CO ratio from steam reforming alone 
(H2/CO = 2.125, as shown in Equation 5.9), and the H2/CO ratio from dry reforming is 
asymptotically approached as the temperature exceeds 1400°C (H2/CO = 0.5, Equation 5.10). 
The catalyst-out temperatures for the experimental portion of this study are all below 625°C.   
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Figure 5.7. Equilibrium H2/CO ratio as a function of temperature for initial conditions of catalyst = 6, 
O2 mole fraction = 0.03. 
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Figure 5.8. Enthalpy fraction of H2 to the initial fuel with 700°C initial temperature for iso-octane. 
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Figure 5.6 shows that the reforming enthalpy ratio is highly dependent on the initial 
temperature for a catalyst> 5, with higher temperatures resulting in a more favorable 
enthalpy balance. 
Figure 5.8 shows that the less favorable enthalpy ratio can be attributed to the formation of 
CH4. Increasing the initial temperature from 500°C to 700°C in Figure 5.9 results in a 
substantial decrease in CH4 in this region, though significant concentrations of CH4 persist. 
 
Figure 5.9. CH4 equilibrium mole fraction with 500°C (top) and 700°C (bottom) initial temperature 
for iso-octane. 
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In summary, the equilibrium calculations reveal reforming products should be highly 
dependent on the initial temperature, catalyst, O2 mole concentration, and H/C ratio of the fuel. 
The most favorable energetics occur at a high catalyst with low O2 mole fraction so that the 
diluent gases carry a sufficient sensible enthalpy to drive the endothermic steam reforming 
processes, thus avoiding the less favorable CH4 formation. However, equilibrium calculations 
are based solely on thermodynamics and do not account for the actual reaction rates or the 
selectivity that may occur over the catalyst. In an engine environment, the timescale of 
reaction is limited by the size of catalyst and gas flow rate so that the products can differ from 
equilibrium results, and the reaction pathways over the catalyst may not reflect equilibrium. 
Furthermore, there can be substantial gradients in the catalyst temperature under realistic 
operating conditions, so the favored equilibrium products can vary significantly as a function 
of position within the catalyst monolith. Nonetheless, an equilibrium calculation allows us to 
set expectations for the energetics of the reforming reactions.  
5.3.2 Achieving Quasi-Steady-State Reforming 
The experimental procedure used to provide fuel to the catalyst as described in the 
experimental methodology section, where the post-injection to provide the fuel to the catalyst 
is introduced as a step-change. The catalyst does not immediately achieve a steady-state 
condition, but instead comes to a quasi-steady-state condition over several minutes as the 
catalyst achieves thermal equilibrium. The path to achieving quasi-steady-state operating 
conditions can vary significantly depending on the O2 flow rate and catalyst. Thus, the 
purpose of this section is to describe the transient response of the catalyst to the fueling 
step-change in an effort to understand the reforming process in more detail. It should be noted 
that the transients observed here are not intended to simulate vehicle operation, but rather to 
provide a better phenomenological understanding. The more realistic transient operation will 
be a focus of future work. 
The actual reforming catalyst performance was measured at each of the O2 flow rate and 
catalyst combinations shown in Figure 5.4. Each operating condition started with the lean 
operation (combustion < 1) to set the O2 flow rate, followed by the introduction of the 
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post-injection, causing a step-change in the catalyst. With the step-change in catalyst, it takes 
several minutes for the catalyst to achieve a quasi-steady-state condition. This section 
highlights the transient response of the catalyst to a step-change in catalyst at conditions I, II, 
and III, which are indicated in Figure 5.4.  
The condition I, shown in Figure 5.10 is at an O2 catalyst flow rate of 12 g/min and catalyst = 
3. When the fuel is introduced via post-injection, there is a slow increase in the catalyst 
mid-bed and outlet temperature, indicating that this is an exothermic process. The catalyst 
outlet temperature reaches a steady value after about 4 min of post-injection fueling. The CO2 
and H2O concentrations do not change significantly with the introduction of the post-injection. 
There is a step-change increase in the H2 and CO concentrations, from near zero to about 5% 
CO and 7%–8% H2. Additionally, CH4 is formed at a concentration of 1,000 ppm. Nearly all 
of the input iso-octane is converted across the catalyst, with < 200 ppm iso-octane measured 
at the catalyst output.  
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Figure 5.10. Transient response of the exit concentrations of catalytic reforming products and the 
monolith temperature profile at an O2 catalyst flow rate of 12 g/min and catalyst = 3 (The condition I 
in Figure 5.4). 
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Condition II in Figure 5.4 also uses an O2 catalyst flow rate of 12 g/min, but at a richer 
condition, catalyst = 7, and is shown in Figure 5.11. In contrast to the condition I, where the 
mid-bed and outlet temperatures increased as a function of time, each of these temperatures 
decrease by more than 100°C within 2 min of the initiation of the post-injection. A decrease 
in temperature is indicative of the endothermic steam reforming process. Also, indicative of 
steam reforming is the lower H2O concentration and the higher H2 concentration compared to 
condition I. The H2O concentration decreases from about 12% before the post-injection to 
about 5% during the post-injection, indicating that it is being consumed in the catalyst as a 
reactant during steam reforming, and the concentration of H2 is 13%–15%, about double the 
concentration of condition I. Taken together, the trends associated with CO, CH4, and 
iso-octane reveal an interesting behavior. There is a spike in CO and CH4 immediately after 
the post-injection is introduced, with more than 10% CO and 1.5% CH4. The initial spike 
slowly decreases as the iso-octane concentration at the catalyst outlet increases, while 
simultaneously the catalyst-out temperature decreases. This demonstrates that as the catalyst 
temperature decreases, the fuel conversion decreases, once again demonstrating that the 
reforming process is enthalpy limited. The H2 concentration remaining nearly constant 
despite large transient changes in the other species indicates that the H2 concentration alone is 
not a complete descriptor of the reforming process. 
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Figure 5.11. Transient response of the exit concentration of catalytic reforming products and monolith 
temperature profile at an O2 catalyst flow rate of 12 g/min and catalyst = 7 (condition II in Figure 5.4). 
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The transient response at condition III in Figure 5.4, shown in Figure 5.12, is at an O2 flow 
rate of 23 g/min and catalyst = 10. As with condition II, there is a decrease in the mid-bed and 
outlet temperatures of more than 100°C that occurs within 2 min of the introduction of the 
post-injection. When the post-injection initially occurs, there is a spike in the CO, H2, and 
CH4 concentrations, followed by a rapid decline. Concurrently, there is an initial large 
decrease in H2O concentration, down to less than 2%, followed by an increase in its 
concentration. These concentration spikes then decrease as the catalyst outlet temperature 
decreases. It is believed that after the initial spike occurred, there was also an increase in the 
iso-octane concentration. However, the FTIR analyzer became saturated, and reliable 
measurement of iso-octane at this condition was not possible with the measurement 
techniques used for this experiment. 
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Figure 5.12. Transient response of the exit concentration of catalytic reforming products and the 
monolith temperature profile at an O2 catalyst flow rate of 23 g/min and catalyst = 10 (condition III in 
Figure 5.4).  
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Thus, it is clear that the catalyst performance is dependent on the O2 flow rate and catalyst 
condition. The performance can range from being exothermic at the lowest catalyst 
investigated to being enthalpy-limited with a significant amount of unconverted fuel at the 
highest catalyst. For the next section, the quasi-steady-state operation of the catalyst is 
compared at the various operating conditions. This considers only the data where the catalyst 
outlet temperature is within 10°C of the final temperature. 
5.3.3 Quasi-Steady-State Performance of Catalytic EGR-Loop 
Reformer 
Based on the equilibrium calculations described above, the major energy-containing 
reforming products are H2, CO, and CH4. The concentrations of each of these products are 
shown as functions of O2 flow rate and catalyst in Figure 5.13 through Figure 5.15 As 
illustrated in the previous section, steady-state reforming products are highly dependent on 
operating conditions, and Figure 5.13 shows that the catalyst-out H2 concentration ranges 
from 4% to 15%. The highest H2 concentrations occur for 4 < catalyst < 7, and for O2 flow 
rates of 12 g/min and higher. For catalyst > 7, steam reforming dominates but fuel conversion 
is enthalpy limited, so overall H2 production is low. For catalyst < 4, there is too much air, and 
there is a shift to more complete oxidation, leading to water generation rather than H2 
production. Figure 5.14 shows that the peak in CO concentration largely mirrors the H2 
concentration, with the exception that the peak CO occurs at slightly leaner conditions: 3.5 < 
catalyst < 5.5. 
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Figure 5.13. H2 concentrations at the outlet of the catalyst as functions of catalyst and O2 flow into the 
catalyst. 
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Figure 5.14. Carbon monoxide concentrations at the outlet of the catalyst as functions of catalyst and 
O2 flow into the catalyst. 
Figure 5.15 reveals that the CH4 concentrations are low (about 300 ppm) for much of the 
experimental space investigated, but there is a high-magnitude band where catalyst-out CH4 
was measured to be in excess of 10,000 ppm. Initially, this finding seems to be counter to the 
equilibrium modeling findings where CH4 was found to be highest at the highest O2 mole 
fractions and highest catalyst. It is worth noting, though, that equilibrium calculations do not 
consider the timescales required to achieve equilibrium, nor do they consider whether the 
catalyst is an effective means of achieving equilibrium at all temperatures considered. There 
is only a short amount of time for reactions to occur in the catalyst (residence time < 100 ms, 
space velocity of 37,000 h-1), and as previously established in the Energetics and Equilibrium 
Analysis section, the high catalyst and high O2 flow rate conditions are the most 
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enthalpy-limited. If the endothermic reactions cause a sufficient temperature decrease, the 
catalyst activity will cease, and the CH4 concentrations will not reach equilibrium.  
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Figure 5.15. CH4 concentrations at the outlet of the catalyst as functions of catalyst and O2 flow into 
the catalyst. 
Figure 5.16 shows the catalyst-out water concentration over the experimental space 
investigated. The water concentration contour plot is, in many ways, the inverse of that for H2 
concentration in Figure 5.13. Instead of the maximum in H2 concentration, there is a 
minimum in water concentration for 4 < catalyst < 7 and for O2 flow rates of 12 g/min and 
higher. Low water concentration is an indication that water is being consumed in the catalyst.  
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Figure 5.16. H2O concentrations at the outlet of the catalyst with a sweep of equivalence ratio in the 
catalyst and O2 flow rate into the catalyst. 
Water consumption can occur in two ways: steam reforming and the WGS reaction. Further 
insight into the type of chemistry occurring over the catalyst can be gained by investigating 
the H2/CO ratio, shown in Figure 5.17. For iso-octane, the H2/COPOx = 1.125, and H2/COSteam 
= 2.125. Figure 5.18 shows that for all conditions investigated the H2/CO > H2/COPOx, and 
for  > 5.5, H2/CO > H2/COSteam. This is an indication that WGS chemistry does occur and 
plays an important role in increasing the overall H2/CO ratio at some conditions. Interestingly, 
the highest H2/CO ratios, which indicate more WGS chemistry, occur at the highest catalyst 
conditions rather than where the highest H2 yields and the lowest H2O concentrations are 
observed. 
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Figure 5.17. H2/CO at the outlet of the catalyst with a sweep of equivalence ratio in the catalyst and 
O2 flow rate into the catalyst.  
Because the production of H2 in the WGS reaction is slightly exothermic, Le Chatelier’s 
principle suggests that a lower temperature will favor H2 production. Figure 5.18 shows the 
H2/CO ratio as a function of catalyst-out temperature. Interestingly, all of the O2 flow rate 
conditions collapse to show a very similar trend: when the exhaust temperature is below 
about 475°C, the H2/CO ratio is higher than what would be expected from steam reforming 
alone. Thus, while WGS chemistry is present and it does shift the H2/CO ratio, it plays a 
greater role at low catalyst temperatures and high catalyst, where the reforming activity is 
low. 
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Figure 5.18. Correlation of H2/CO ratio and the catalyst-out temperature with a sweep of equivalence 
ratio in the catalyst and O2 flow rate into the catalyst. (POx = partial oxidation; WGS = water-gas 
shift.) 
5.3.4 Thermal Analysis of the Catalyst 
Figure 5.10 through Figure 5.12 illustrated that the catalyst mid-bed temperatures could either 
increase or decrease, depending on the dominant chemistry. Figure 5.19 (a) and (b) show the 
temperature change across the first and second catalyst monoliths to provide a more direct 
indication of the type of chemistry that occurs under the conditions investigated. Over the 
first catalyst monolith, Figure 5.19(a), there is a temperature increase for catalyst < 4 
indicating exothermic chemistry, and there is a temperature decrease for catalyst > 5 
indicating endothermic chemistry. The second catalyst monolith, Figure 5.19(b), does not 
show any signs of exothermic chemistry. In contrast to the first catalyst monolith, the greatest 
temperature decreases are for the lowest catalyst, and the highest catalyst shows very little 
temperature change. This can again be attributed to enthalpy-limited chemistry. At a low 
catalyst, the mid-bed temperature is sufficiently high to drive endothermic reactions in the 
second catalyst monolith. However, at a high catalyst, all of the endothermic chemistry in the 
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first catalyst monolith has already decreased the temperature significantly so that there is very 
little activity in the second catalyst monolith.  
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(b) 
Figure 5.19. Temperature change in the first and second catalyst: (a) mid-bed temperature minus inlet 
temperature and (b) outlet temperature minus mid-bed temperature. 
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5.3.5 Effect of Exhaust Gas Recirculation Dilution on Baseline 
Engine 
To assess the effects of reformate on the combustion process relative to conventional EGR, 
baseline experiments using conventional EGR were conducted with the same experimental 
engine. Figure 5.20 illustrates how the heat release rate changes with increasing amounts of 
EGR. Note that the CA50 combustion phasing was held constant at 8 CAD ATDCf, 
necessitating that the spark timing is advanced as EGR was added. The peak heat release rate 
drops by more than 35% at the highest EGR concentration, and the combustion duration 
increases correspondingly. The increase in the combustion duration with EGR is shown in 
Figure 5.21, where the timing of the spark, 5% mass fraction burned (CA05), 50% mass 
fraction burned (CA50), and 85% mass fraction burned (CA85) are indicated. While most 
portions of the combustion process elongate with increasing EGR, the interval between the 
spark and CA05 increases the most, which is consistent with previous findings [50]. Figure 
5.22 shows the spark-to-CA05 duration and the coefficient of variation (COV) of the 
indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), which is a metric of combustion stability. 
Combustion is stable for all EGR concentrations below 25% (COV < 3%), corresponding to 
spark-to-CA05 durations shorter than 40 CAD. Combustion instability increases dramatically 
at higher EGR concentrations, where spark-to-CA05 durations are longer than 40 CAD. The 
increased instability is a direct result of the reduced laminar flame speed with EGR, causing 
the initial flame kernel growth to be longer and making the process more susceptible to 
stochastic turbulence variations [50][67].   
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Figure 5.20. Baseline heat release rate as a function of crank angle with different exhaust gas 
recirculation (EGR) rates. (HRR = heat release rate; CAD = crank angle degrees.) 
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Figure 5.21. Baseline timing of the combustion process as exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is 
increased. Note that CA50 (crank angle at which 50% of the mass fraction has burned) combustion 
phasing is held nearly constant.  
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Figure 5.22. Baseline combustion stability as indicated by the COV of IMEP and spark-to-CA05 
duration as a function of EGR. 
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The brake thermal efficiency with conventional EGR is shown in Figure 5.23. Initially, 
efficiency increases with EGR, but it reaches a maximum value and begins to decline due to 
increased combustion duration and decreased combustion stability. This is consistent with 
previous studies on the subject [26], [66], [170]. In the following sections, highly dilute 
combustion with reformate is compared to this baseline performance trend with 
conventionally cooled EGR. 
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Figure 5.23. Baseline engine brake efficiency as a function of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) rates. 
5.3.6 Catalytic Reforming Operating Limits and EGR Estimation 
That range of operating conditions was reduced during multi-cylinder engine operation 
because the engine was only operated under relatively stable conditions. The engine became 
unstable when H2 production from the reforming catalyst decreased, likely due to reduced 
flame speed. Figure 5.24 compares the operable range of oxygen flow rates and catalyst from 
the catalyst mapping to the full engine experiments. Note that the catalyst-out concentrations 
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of H2 translate to H2 concentrations in the intake manifold of up to 5% as reformate is mixed 
with incoming air.   
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(b) 
Figure 5.24. H2 concentration as a function of oxygen catalyst flow and catalyst at the catalyst inlet for 
(a) catalyst-out concentration from the catalyst mapping study [58] and (b) intake manifold 
concentration for the multi-cylinder experiments. 
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For catalytic reforming conditions, the reformate stream contains a significant portion of the 
fuel energy for the combustion event, and therefore it is not exhaust gas per se. However, the 
effective EGR rate from a pumping perspective can be estimated. Figure 5.25 shows a 
contour plot of the intake manifold pressure for the catalytic fuel reforming strategy. The 
intake manifold pressure for this operating condition (2,000 rpm, 4 bar BMEP) varies 
between 65 and 70 kPa, with the highest intake manifold pressures corresponding to high 
oxygen catalyst flow and coincident with the highest levels of H2 formation in Figure 5.24. 
For comparison, Figure 5.26 shows that intake manifold pressure increases linearly with 
conventional EGR from 48 kPa to 60 kPa. By extrapolating this trend to the manifold 
pressures observed for the catalytic reforming strategy, it can be determined that the catalytic 
reforming strategy is operating at an equivalent of 45%–55% EGR from a volumetric 
perspective. 
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Figure 5.25. Intake manifold pressure for the catalytic reforming strategy as a function of oxygen 
catalyst flow and catalyst at the catalyst inlet. 
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Figure 5.26. Intake manifold pressure as a function of conventional exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) 
operation. 
The manifold pressure determines the thermodynamic expense of moving air into and out of 
the cylinder, which is quantified as the pumping mean effective pressure (PMEP). PMEP, 
shown in Figure 5.27 as a function of the manifold pressure for both the conventional EGR 
and reforming strategies, demonstrates a nearly linear dependence on intake manifold 
pressure regardless of operating strategy. Relative to the baseline operating condition without 
EGR (PMEP = −60 kPa), the catalytic reforming strategy can reduce the pumping work by 
more than 40% [PMEP = (−35 ± 3) kPa].  
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Figure 5.27. Pumping mean effective pressure (PMEP) as a function of intake manifold pressure for 
conventional exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and catalytic reforming. 
Cylinder 4, the engine cylinder that is feeding the reformer, is operating with an isolated 
intake manifold and can be at a different pressure than the manifold for cylinders 1-3. This 
cylinder operates fuel-lean in order to provide the required O2 to the reforming catalyst. 
Figure 5.28 compares the intake manifold pressure of cylinder 4 vs. the intake manifold 
pressure of cylinders 1-3. The intake manifold pressure of cylinders 1-3 falls in a narrow 
range between 66 and 69 kPa, while the intake manifold pressure of cylinder 4 varies over a 
much larger range, from 63 to 81 kPa. Thus, the intake pressure for cylinder 4 can be higher 
or lower than cylinders 1-3. The intake pressure of cylinder 4 is dependent on  to the 
catalyst, which is controlled by how lean the engine operates. 
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Figure 5.28. Intake manifold pressure for cylinder 4 vs. the intake manifold pressure for cylinders 1-3. 
5.3.7 Combustion Duration and Stability Analysis 
Figure 5.29 shows the spark-to-CA05 duration as a function of oxygen catalyst flow and 
catalyst for the catalytic reforming strategy. The spark-to-CA05 duration is representative of 
the early flame kernel development time, and it was shown in Figure 5.21 that this 
combustion interval exhibits the largest increase with the presence of conventional EGR. The 
spark-to-CA05 duration for the catalytic reforming strategy is less than 30 CAD for a 
significant portion of the oxygen catalyst flow, and catalyst domain investigated, including a 
number of operating points where the spark-to-CA05 duration is less than 25 CAD. It can be 
seen in Figure 5.21 that, for the conventional EGR cases, combustion became unstable (COV 
of IMEP > 3%) when the spark-to-CA05 duration was greater than 40 CAD.  
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Figure 5.29. Spark-to-CA05 duration as a function of oxygen catalyst flow and catalyst at the catalyst 
intake for reforming conditions. 
Figure 5.30 shows the COV of IMEP as a function of the spark-to-CA05 duration for both the 
catalytic reforming strategy and the conventional EGR strategy. It can be seen that, with the 
exception of two outliers, the conventional EGR and the catalytic reforming strategy show 
the same trend: combustion instability begins when the spark-to-CA05 duration is greater 
than 40 CAD at this speed and load condition. This finding confirms that the mechanism by 
which reformate extends the dilution limit is by accelerating the initial portion of combustion 
through a faster flame speed. 
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Figure 5.30. Combustion stability as quantified by the coefficient of variation (COV) of the indicated 
mean effective pressure (IMEP) as a function of the spark-to-CA05 duration for both conventional 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and the catalytic reforming strategy. 
5.3.8 Brake Efficiency 
A plot of brake efficiency as a function of O2 catalyst flow and catalyst is shown in Figure 
5.31 for the catalytic reforming strategy. At this engine operating condition, 2,000 rpm and 4 
bar BMEP with stoichiometric exhaust, the maximum brake efficiency was as high as 32.1%. 
The peak efficiency occurs for an oxygen flow rate of 12 g/min and catalyst = 6. This 
condition is a lower oxygen flow rate than where the minimum spark-to-CA05 (Figure 5.29) 
and the maximum H2 concentration (Figure 5.24) occur. However, according to the energetics 
of reforming were examined in the section 5.3.1, it was found that minimizing the oxygen 
flow rate while still providing sufficient catalyst activity maximizes the TCR of the reforming 
process.  
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Figure 5.31. Brake thermal efficiency as a function of oxygen catalyst flow and catalyst at the catalyst 
inlet. 
Figure 5.32 shows brake thermal efficiency for both conventional EGR and the catalytic 
reforming strategy as a function of the intake manifold pressure. Relative to the baseline 
engine condition without EGR, the brake thermal efficiency increased from 29.5% to 32.1%, 
which is equivalent to a fuel consumption decrease of 8.3% (brake specific fuel consumption 
decrease from 276.1 to 253.1 g/kWh). It is noteworthy that all of the parametric conditions 
investigated with the reforming strategy have a better brake thermal efficiency than the 
baseline operating condition without EGR. This is due, in large part, to the reduction of 
pumping work at such a high dilution level at this part-load engine condition, as shown in 
Figure 5.27. This efficiency improvement demonstrates that extending the dilution limit 
through catalytic reforming can produce a substantial increase in the brake efficiency of a 
multi-cylinder engine. 
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Figure 5.32. Brake thermal efficiency as a function of intake manifold pressure for conventional 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and the catalytic reforming strategy. 
It is emphasized that the efficiency increase observed here with the catalytic reforming 
strategy was achieved without any optimization of the engine geometry or optimization of the 
catalyst, and there is a reason to believe that significant optimization is possible. EGR has 
been shown to be an effective knock suppressant [26] that could allow a substantial increase 
in the engine compression ratio, which could increase engine efficiency. Further, this engine 
uses a square combustion chamber geometry (stroke = bore), whereas newer engines that are 
highly tolerant of EGR dilution are under-square (stroke > bore). An under-square geometry 
increases the mean piston speed and by extension the in-cylinder turbulence, which scales 
with mean piston speed [186]. Higher turbulence shortens the combustion duration, which 
increases efficiency. Finally, no attempt was made to optimize the fuel injection timing or 
targeting. This engine used a side-mounted fuel injector, making it possible that fuel spray 
impingement on the cylinder wall occurred. Thus, with further development focused on the 
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compression ratio, stroke-to-bore ratio, and fuel injection processes, additional efficiency 
improvements could be realized. 
5.3.9 Effects of Fuel on the Catalytic Fuel Conversion and Engine 
Efficiency 
When the fuel of isooctane is replaced by gasoline, CO concentration is similar as shown in 
Figure 5.34, but H2 concentration is reduced as shown in Figure 5.33. Reduction of H2 is due 
to the reduction of H/C ratio of the fuel compared to that of isooctane and higher sulfur which 
leads to the less effectiveness of the catalyst. Brake thermal efficiency performance is an 
improvement over the baseline, but diminished relative to iso-octane. 
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Figure 5.33. H2 concentration as a function of oxygen catalyst flow and catalyst at the catalyst inlet 
with gasoline fuel. 
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Figure 5.34. CO concentration as a function of oxygen catalyst flow and catalyst at the catalyst inlet 
with gasoline fuel. 
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Figure 5.35. Brake thermal efficiency as a function of oxygen catalyst flow and catalyst at the catalyst 
inlet with gasoline fuel. 
5.4 Conclusions 
A combination of equilibrium calculations and fuel reforming on an engine were used to 
characterize catalytic reforming behavior and energetics over a range of catalyst and O2 
concentration conditions. Calculations of the reaction energetics provided insight into the 
desirable conditions from a thermodynamic standpoint. From an ideal standpoint, the highest 
levels of TCR are possible for the highest catalyst equivalence ratio. However, steam 
reforming is highly endothermic, and the system becomes enthalpy limited, resulting in the 
production of CH4 as a reforming product rather than H2 and CO, which are more favorable 
from an energetics standpoint. 
Experimental results illustrated that high concentrations of H2 and CO could be formed over 
the catalyst at quasi-steady-state conditions, with as much as 15 vol % H2 at the catalyst 
outlet. There was a range of catalyst and O2 flow rate conditions with which to achieve 
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maximum reforming performance. The best performance was found for 4 < catalyst < 7. 
Under these conditions, the H2 and CO yield were highest, and measurements showed a 
significant amount of water consumption over the catalyst, confirming the presence of steam 
reforming reactions. Thermal analyses of the catalyst indicate that the reactions can be either 
endothermic or exothermic and also show that the majority of the reactions occur in the first 
catalyst monolith, indicating that higher space velocities are possible. 
The engine experiments described here demonstrate the potential benefits of EGR-loop 
reforming for combustion stability and brake efficiency. Specifically, we found that the 
catalytic reforming strategy could produce intake manifold H2 concentrations as high as 5% 
at the 2,000 rpm and 4 bar BMEP condition investigated. The reforming strategy also 
introduced a high level of dilution in the engine, equivalent to 45%–55% EGR. However, 
despite the high level of dilution, the strategy resulted in good combustion stability. A 
combined analysis of both the conventional EGR and the reformate-assisted combustion 
shows that combustion stability problems occur when the spark-to-CA05 duration exceeds 
40°CA. With the high flame speed components in the reformate, namely H2, this threshold 
was not exceeded for large parts of the reforming conditions investigated.  
The brake thermal efficiency for the multi-cylinder engine was increased substantially with 
EGR-loop reforming, thereby decreasing fuel consumption by more than 8%. This efficiency 
improvement was achieved while maintaining stoichiometric engine exhaust, meaning that 
this technology should be compatible with conventional three-way emissions control 
technology for gasoline engines. We expect that additional efficiency increases should be 
possible by combining EGR-loop reforming with other engine hardware and operating 
strategies that enhance the positive impacts of reformate on the combustion profile.  
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Chapter 6.  Fuel Reforming by Fuel Injection during 
Negative Valve Overlap 
6.1 Introduction 
Increasing fuel economy and emission control requirements motivate the development of 
advanced combustion strategies. The spark ignition (SI) engine offers considerable benefits 
over the compression ignition engine in terms of cost and tailpipe emissions but suffers in 
comparison in terms of efficiency [1]. Advanced gasoline combustion modes such as 
homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) and spark assisted compression ignition 
(SACI) are possible enablers of improved fuel economy for gasoline engines [187]. An 
engine operating in such modes has the potential for higher fuel economy and lower 
emissions compared to traditional engines [5]. But control of ignition and combustion in 
HCCI and SACI pose significant challenges [188]. HCCI and SACI combustion modes also 
have reduced engine load range compared with conventional SI operation, where HCCI and 
SACI are constrained at low loads by dilute flammability limits and at high loads by 
in-cylinder pressure restrictions [189]. Furthermore, the conventional after-treatment device, 
the three-way catalyst (TWC), requires stoichiometric conditions in the exhaust stream to 
operate effectively [190]. In HCCI operating mode, as the air to fuel ratio becomes lean, the 
high conversion efficiency of the TWC can only be maintained for short periods of time as 
the TWC becomes saturated with oxygen [191]. 
The use of cooled EGR and stoichiometric fuel/air composition has been demonstrated in a 
gasoline direct injection (GDI) SI engine to substantially improve fuel consumption and 
reduce emissions over a broad range of speed and load conditions [27]. The benefits were 
attributed to dilute combustion and reduced throttling loss[27], but cooled EGR can cause 
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slower rates of flame propagation, decreased engine stability and even lead to misfire [70]. 
The improvement in EGR tolerance at low load conditions is an important enabler for high 
dilution engines. 
Negative valve overlap (NVO), which is a common way of controlling HCCI combustion 
phasing, incorporates early exhaust valve closing (EVC) and late intake valve opening (IVO) 
in order to retain internal residual gases [147], [148], [192], [193]. NVO provides thermal and 
dilution advantages compared to external EGR strategies. Additionally, because the residuals 
are recompressed (reheated), NVO can enable reaction or reformation of fuel during the NVO 
period [149]. The effects of reformed gases include charge heating, dilution (reduced oxygen 
concentrations), increased heat capacity, changed chemical reactivity, and increased 
stratification. Reactions and heat release accompanying NVO fuel injection can change the 
temperature and composition of the charge prior to the main combustion, which can be used 
to control ignition, rate of pressure rise, peak pressure, combustion noise, misfire, and 
emissions [150]. 
There are a few studies that have focused on the fuel reforming chemistry and improving 
standard operating conditions using NVO. The research focused on NVO fuel reforming 
chemistry has indicated the reforming process under low-O2 conditions produces substantial 
concentrations of H2, CO, methane, and other short-chain hydrocarbon species [151]. The 
amount of fuel reforming can be controlled by injection timing and the ratio of split fuel 
injection [194]. Increased global equivalence ratio in the NVO-period led to a greater fraction 
of net recovered fuel energy and work as heat losses were minimized (based on energy 
analysis) [152]. Klinkert [195] provides new insights into how boost pressure and other 
operating parameters in an NVO HCCI engine impact the maximum attainable load and 
combustion phasing limits. 
Fuel injection during NVO of SI engine operation has the potential to extend the dilution 
limit while retaining the advantages of SI operation with respect to combustion phasing 
control, and potentially reducing emissions. The goal of this study is to quantify the 
combustion and emissions benefits of dilute SI combustion with fuel injection during NVO 
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and to investigate the effectiveness of this strategy towards extending the low load dilution 
limit of SI combustion without changing the engine structure significantly. 
 
6.2 Methodology 
The study was performed using a 2.0 L in-line four-cylinder engine based on the General 
Motors “Ecotec LNF” platform. The engine used stock connecting rods, crank, and block, 
and a custom cylinder head and custom pistons (AVL designed), which increased 
compression ratio from 9.25 to 11.7. The compression ratio was increased to enable to the 
engine to operate in HCCI, SACI, and SI combustion modes. Only the SI mode of operation 
was used in this study. 
The cylinder head incorporated 4 valves/cylinder, Denso electric intake and exhaust camshaft 
phasers for variable valve timing (VVT), and a variable valve lift (VVL) mechanism for 
camshaft lobe switching. 100 crank angle degrees (CAD) of camshaft phasing authority 
allowed varying degrees of NVO to trap varying amounts of residual gas. 
The head used a central-mounted direct injection fuel injection system using Bosch HDEV5 
6-hole injectors. Piston crown design included a shallow bowl and valve cut-outs to work 
with the fuel injector placement in the custom head. Piston pin offset was 0.8 mm. 
A high-pressure EGR system was added to move exhaust gas from the turbine inlet, through 
an EGR cooler, to the intake manifold just upstream of the intake air throttle. The EGR cooler 
used engine coolant to maintain the EGR temperature at approximately 100°C. Key engine 
specifications are summarized in Table 6.1. For this study, only the low lift camshaft lobes 
were used, and the valve lift profiles are provided in Figure 6.1.  
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Table 6.1. Engine specifications 
Displacement Volume (L) 2.0 
Number of Cylinders 4 
Valves per Cylinder 4 
Bore (mm) 86.0 
Stroke (mm) 86.0 
Connecting Rod Length (mm) 145.5 
Compression Ratio 11.7:1 
Valvetrain DOHC dual independent VVT/VVL 
Injection Type Direct (spray-guided) 
Injector Location Central 
Turbocharger Borg Warner K04 Twin-Scroll 
External EGR Layout High pressure 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Valve lift profiles. 
Engine control was via a Bosch MED17.3.2 ECU and ETAS ES910.3 prototyping interface.  
An AVL AC dynamometer system was used to maintain engine speed and measure engine 
load.  The pressure in each cylinder was measured using Kistler 6125C pressure transducers. 
Engine-out oxygen was measured with a Bosch LSU4.9 wide range oxygen sensor and an 
ETAS LA4 lambda module. The fuel utilized in this study was premium grade consumer 
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pump gasoline containing 10% ethanol. The fuel specifications shown in Table 6.2 are 
estimated from previous batches of the same fuel analyzed by Paragon Laboratories (Livonia, 
MI). 
Table 6.2. Fuel specifications 
Fuel type BP Premium 93 octane (E10) 
H/C atomic ratio 1.991 
Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (mass basis) 14.02 
Lower heating value (MJ/kg) 41.94 
RON/MON/AKI/Sensitivity 99.4/91.3/95.4/8.1 
Density at 15.56ºC (g/ml) 0.7113 
Saturates/olefins/aromatics (by volume) 83.0/0.9/6.0 
Molar composition C/H/O 1/2.217/0.0377 
Ethanol content (by volume %) 10.02 
Vapor pressure (psi) 12.34 DVPE (ASTM) 
External EGR molar fraction was determined from the molar ratio of intake CO2 to exhaust 
CO2. Intake and exhaust CO2 concentrations were measured with an AVL SESAM i60 using 
infrared analyzers for measuring intake (NDIR) and exhaust (FTIR) CO2. The estimated 
repeatability was 0.53% for the NDIR measurements, 0.35% for the FTIR measurements, and 
0.65% for the EGR calculation. 
As this study focuses on low load dilution limit extension, 1800 rpm and 3 bar BMEP was 
selected as the test point for evaluating the effects of SOI and NVO. All the fuel is injected in 
the NVO period. This operating point is frequently visited during the FTP-75 drive cycle for 
a representative US passenger car [196]. The NVO period was set symmetrically about top 
dead center (TDC) gas exchange. 
The first set of experiments was conducted to investigate how SOI during NVO affects SI 
combustion phasing and emissions. The engine was operated at 1800 RPM, 3 bar BMEP, 
air-fuel ratio (mass basis) = 14.02 (lambda =1), NVO = 80 CAD (at a reference valve lift of 
0.5 mm), and spark timing = 54 CAD before top dead center (bTDC). A baseline SOI of 300 
CAD bTDC firing was selected because this is the fuel injection timing of this speed/load 
point of the production version of the engine without NVO. 
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At the baseline SOI, the combustion stability limit (defined as when the coefficient of 
variation (COV) of the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) reaches or exceeds 4%) for 
external EGR was 10% molar fraction of the total fuel and air charge. Speed, fueling rate, 
lambda, NVO, spark timing, and external EGR molar fraction were then held constant, while 
SOI was advanced from 300 to 420 CAD bTDC firing in increments of 20 CAD. The engine 
operating conditions for the SOI study are summarized in Table 6.3. Some end gas 
auto-ignition was considered acceptable as long as knocking/ringing was below acceptable 
standards (e.g. maximum pressure rise rates below 3 bar/CAD). 
Table 6.3. Engine operating conditions for SOI investigation 
Actuator Value 
Engine Speed 1800 RPM 
BMEP 3 bar 
Air-fuel ratio (mass basis) 14.02 
EVC (reference lift = 0.5 mm) 40 CAD bTDC gas exchange (400 CAD 
bTDC firing) 
IVO (reference lift = 0.5 mm) 40 CAD aTDC gas exchange (320 CAD 
bTDC firing) 
NVO 80 CAD 
Fuel Injection Pressure 100 bar 
Start of Injection 300 to 420 CAD bTDC firing 
Spark Timing 54 CAD bTDC firing 
External EGR dilution ~10% 
COV <4% 
Average Pressure Rise Rate <3 bar/ CAD 
The second set of experiments was conducted to investigate how SOI during NVO affects the 
dilution limit (defined by COV of IMEP as described earlier), heat release rate, fuel 
efficiency, cycle to cycle variation, and emissions. As in the first set of experiments, the 
engine was maintained at 1800 RPM, 3 bar BMEP, and air-fuel ratio (mass basis) =14.02 
(lambda =1). For NVO of 50, 80, 100 CAD, SOI was set to 300, 360, and 380 CAD bTDC 
firing. At each of these points, spark timing was adjusted to allow maximum external EGR 
while COV was maintained below 4%. Engine operating conditions for these experiments are 
summarized in Table 6.4. 
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Table 6.4. Engine operating conditions for dilution limit investigation 
Actuator Value 
Engine Speed 1800 RPM 
BMEP 3 bar 
Air-fuel ratio (mass basis) 14.02 
EVC (reference lift = 0.5 mm) 25, 40, 50 CAD bTDC gas exchange (385, 
400, 410 CAD bTDC firing) 
IVO (reference lift = 0.5 mm) 25, 40, 50 CAD aTDC gas exchange (335, 
320, 310 CAD bTDC firing) 
Fuel Injection Pressure 100 bar 
Start of Injection 300, 360, 380 CAD bTDC firing 
Spark Timing Set to allow maximum external EGR 
EGR dilution Increased until COV reached 4% 
COV of IMEP <4% 
Average Pressure Rise Rate <3 bar/ CAD 
The rate of heat release analysis and residual estimation was performed using three pressure 
analysis (TPA) in GT Power (Gamma Technologies) [197]. With this analysis, crank-angle 
based intake, exhaust and cylinder pressures are used in conjunction with cylinder head port 
flow data and intake and exhaust valve lift profiles to determine the crank angle based 
contents of the cylinder (air flow, residual content and fuel quantity) at the start of 
combustion [198]. The TPA method in G-T power was used to calculate the fraction of 
internal EGR. This model uses intake, exhaust and cylinder dynamic pressures as boundary 
conditions of each pipe inlet and outlet. The in-cylinder thermodynamic state is calculated 
using instantaneous mass flow rates through the intake and exhaust ports and the cylinder 
pressure measurement, and by solving the equation of state for an ideal gas. Several 
assumptions are applied for this analysis including that the ideal gas model is valid; losses in 
the pipes are negligible (isentropic flow); the intake gas is a homogeneous stoichiometric 
mixture, and complete combustion occurs. Mixing at the valve ports by backflow is not 
considered. The conservation of mass (flow rate basis) and momentum equations in the form 
of the method of characteristics were solved along the pipe length. The mode cycle (the most 
frequently occurring) for peak pressure out of 300 cycles of pressure data was chosen for the 
heat release analysis using TPA with GT power. Firstly, the cycles were grouped by peak 
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pressure after rounding the peak pressure to two significant figures. Then the group that has 
the mode peak pressure was found out, and the first cycle in that group was picked to perform 
the heat release. The Woschni heat transfer correlation [199] was used. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Start of Injection Investigation 
The rate of heat release profiles for different SOI timings with NVO = 80 CAD are shown in 
Figure 6.2. For cases with SOI from 300 CAD bTDC to 380 CAD bTDC, the heat release 
analysis shows distinct regions of flame propagation followed by rapid auto-ignition of the 
remaining charge. Auto-ignition is promoted by higher compression ratio and increased gas 
temperature from the use of NVO. For SOI more advanced than 380 CAD bTDC, the data 
indicate weak and late combustion conditions exist. The maximum of the second derivative 
of the rate of heat release was used to determine the time of rapid auto-ignition of the 
remaining charge and calculate the flame propagation burn fraction [200]. 
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Figure 6.2 Heat release rate profiles for NVO = 80 CAD and various SOI timings. 
The results in Figure 6.2 show SOI strongly affects the rate of heat release, with the 
maximum rate of heat release occurring for SOI = 380 CAD bTDC. Earlier and later SOI 
timing decreases the maximum rate of heat release. As stated earlier, previous research has 
shown the fuel reforming process under low O2 conditions produces substantial 
concentrations of H2, CO, methane, and other short-chain hydrocarbon species [151], and 
these species can increase the rate of flame propagation and the rate of heat release. As the 
fuel is injected earlier, there is more time available for the fuel reforming process which 
contributes to the higher rate of heat release. However, when fuel is injected at the beginning 
or before NVO period, the data resemble conventional spark-ignited combustion. Early SOI 
causes the gamma (i.e., the ratio of the specific heats) during NVO compression to be lower 
(due to the lower ratio of specific heats for gasoline), so the temperature at TDC is reduced. 
This may reduce NVO reaction, resulting in lower IVC temperature and fewer radicals, 
which reduces the amount of the charge consumed by auto-ignition. 
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The results for CA50, the crank angle at which 50% of the total apparent heat release occurs, 
and the burn fraction of flame propagation for the SOI study are plotted in Figure 6.3. CA50 
is advanced from 8.9 to 5.6 CAD bTDC by advancing SOI from 300 to 380 CAD. The burn 
fraction of flame propagation also decreases with advancing fuel injection timing. The 
method for calculating flame propagation fraction is not valid for early SOI (400 and 420 
CAD bTDC) because there is no significant increase in the heat release for these cases. The 
error bars in the figures represent the standard deviation for all engine cycles analyzed for 
each test condition, where a minimum of 300 cycles was considered for each operating 
condition. 
From Figure 6.4, it can be seen that varying SOI from 300 to 420 CAD causes a maximum 
variation in BMEP of less than 5%. Figure 6.4 includes the results for maximum pressure rise 
rate, and the data show (expectedly) the maximum pressure rise rate correlates with the 
results for maximum rate of heat release presented in Figure 6.2. The constant BMEP also 
indicates there is little change in volumetric efficiency. 
NVO fuel injection can improve combustion stability by affecting the species produced 
during NVO fuel reforming, improving the chemical reactivity of the charge, and increasing 
charge temperature [149]. The results for combustion stability (COV of IMEP) for the SOI 
study are presented in Figure 6.5. When SOI is advanced from 300 to 380 CAD bTDC, COV 
of IMEP is reduced from 3.9% to 1.5%. COV of IMEP increases again as SOI is further 
advanced, indicating there is an optimum SOI in terms of engine stability. The auto-ignition 
variability is lower than flame propagation variability which leads to lower overall variability 
when more auto-ignition is present. The results for BSFC are also presented in Figure 6.5, 
and show SOI has little effect on fuel consumption for the conditions studied. Also, when 
fuel is injected before or at the beginning of NVO, the results indicate no measurable fuel 
flows into the exhaust if the fuel is injected into the cylinder while the exhaust valve is still 
open.  
Emissions data are shown in Figure 6.6. When SOI is advanced, exhaust CO decreases 
monotonically from 7282 ppm to 6480 ppm, which may be due to a less stratified charge 
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during NVO period caused by advanced fuel injection timing. Also shown in Figure 6.6 is 
that NOx is maximized for SOI timings between 380 and 400 CAD bTDC, which coincides 
with the SOI timings that produce the maximum ROHR.  
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Figure 6.3. CA50 and fraction of flame propagation at NVO = 80 CAD as a function of SOI timing. 
 
Figure 6.4. BMEP and maximum pressure rise rate at NVO = 80 CAD as a function of SOI timing. 
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Figure 6.5. COV of IMEP and BSFC at NVO = 80 CAD as a function of SOI timing. 
 
Figure 6.6. CO and NOx emissions at NVO = 80 CAD and various SOI timings.  
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6.3.2 Dilution Limit Investigation 
In the previous section, operating conditions for NVO = 80 CAD, SOI of 360 and 380 CAD 
bTDC were shown to have the lowest COV of IMEP, which suggests the most significant 
potential for extending the dilution limit. In this section, additional NVO and SOI settings are 
investigated while operating the engine at its dilution limit by adjusting spark timing to allow 
maximum external EGR without exceeding 4% COV of IMEP. 
Figure 6.7 shows rate of heat release profiles for the engine operated at its dilution limit with 
different NVO and SOI settings. The data indicate an NVO duration of 50 CAD avoids 
auto-ignition due to low internal EGR and low NVO temperatures. As seen in the previous 
section, an NVO duration of 80 CAD results in a significant fraction of the charge being 
consumed by auto-ignition when fuel is injected during the NVO period. When fuel is 
injected after the NVO period for NVO = 80 CAD, the heat release rate is greatly reduced. 
An NVO duration of 100 CAD causes the autoignition event to occur for every SOI condition 
studied, due to the large amount of internal EGR. The large fraction of autoignition 
associated with an NVO duration of 100 CAD also causes a high-pressure rise rate, as shown 
in Figure 6.8. Overall, Figure 6.8 shows higher NVO duration leads to higher maximum 
pressure rise rates.  
The dilution limit data presented in Figure 6.8 also show CA50 can be adjusted to 7 CAD 
aTDC without misfire or excessive pressure rise rate (i.e., pressure rise rates higher than 3 
bar/degree) using an NVO duration of 80 CAD and fuel injection around the middle of the 
NVO period. This operating condition also coincides with the lowest BSFC for all NVO 
durations studied as seen in Figure 6.9. Figure 6.9 also shows the total EGR molar fraction 
(internal and external EGR) at the dilution limit. When fuel is injected during the NVO 
period, a larger NVO duration allows higher tolerance to EGR. However, when fuel is 
injected after the NVO period, the EGR tolerance at the dilution limit with NVO duration of 
100 CAD is slightly lower than that of 80 CAD due to the lack of fuel reforming process. 
Comparison of the results with the baseline dilution limit of this engine of 10% external EGR 
(same camshaft, same compression ratio, same custom piston and cylinder head) without 
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NVO proves the effectiveness of the strategy of fuel injection during NVO to extend the low 
load dilution limit of spark ignition combustion. 
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Figure 6.7. Heat release rate profiles at dilution limit conditions. 
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Figure 6.8. CA50 and maximum pressure rise rate at dilution limit conditions. 
 
Figure 6.9. BSFC and total EGR molar fraction at dilution limit conditions. 
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Internal EGR molar fraction increases with increasing NVO duration, while the tolerated 
external EGR molar faction decreases with increasing NVO duration as shown in Figure 6.10. 
Higher external EGR leads to lower pumping losses, while higher internal EGR contributes to 
greater fuel reforming and more retained heat in the cylinder. When fuel is injected during the 
NVO period, external EGR tolerance is higher compared with operating conditions when fuel 
is injected after the NVO period. 
Different combinations of internal EGR and external EGR lead to different maximum heat 
release rates with different phasing which affect the thermal efficiency. Too much internal 
EGR can lead to knock, while too much external EGR can lead to the misfire. Both outcomes 
also lead to higher COV, which limits optimization for BSFC. The data of Figure 6.9 and 
Figure 6.10 indicate a combination of internal EGR, external EGR and fuel injection near the 
middle of the NVO duration contribute to optimal fuel efficiency. Specifically, the lowest 
BSFC of 278.7 g/ kWh was recorded for SOI timing in the middle of the NVO duration of 80 
CAD. The production version of the General Motors Ecotec LNF engine with the same 
displacement has been tested as the baseline engine and the operating condition with best fuel 
efficiency that we could calibrate to is BSFC of 314.2 g/kWh without EGR and with 
compression ratio of 9.25 at the same speed and load condition (1800 RPM and 3 bar BMEP). 
The efficiency improvement of this fuel injection strategy and the high EGR with high 
compression ratio is around 11% compared to LNF baseline engine. So the results of the 
current study demonstrate the strategy of fuel injection during the NVO period with EGR, 
and high compression ratio leads to the fuel efficiency improvement and dilution limit 
extension. 
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Figure 6.10. External EGR and internal EGR at dilution limit conditions. 
The CO and NOx emissions at the dilution limit conditions are shown in Figure 6.11. Both 
CO and NOx concentration decrease as NVO is increased. Comparing the baseline case of 
SOI = 300 CAD bTDC and NVO = 50 CAD of this modified engine, with the optimized case 
of SOI = 360 CAD bTDC and NVO = 80 CAD, CO is reduced from 5100 to 3865 ppm, and 
NOx is reduced from 350 to 281 ppm. The CO and NOx emissions for the stock production 
version of the General Motors Ecotec LNF engine (which does not use external EGR) at the 
same speed/load condition are 3230 ppm and 986 ppm, respectively. 
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Figure 6.11. CO and NOx emission at dilution limit conditions. 
6.4 Conclusions 
This study quantified the effects of fuel injection during NVO on combustion, dilution limit, 
fuel efficiency, and engine-out emissions as a function of external EGR, SOI during NVO, 
and NVO duration. When other settings are fixed, SOI during NVO strongly affects the rate 
of heat release. The data indicate a transition from operating conditions consistent with flame 
propagation followed by rapid auto-ignition of the remaining charge to weak auto-ignition 
and then to conventional spark-ignited combustion as SOI was advanced. Phasing of CA50 
advanced and the fraction of charge consumed by flame propagation decreased with 
advanced fuel injection timing. An optimum time for SOI in terms of engine stability (based 
on COV of IMEP) was observed. When SOI was advanced, CO levels in the exhaust 
decreased monotonically while NOx levels increased with advanced SOI and were highest for 
SOI timings between 360 and 380 CAD bTDC, which coincided with the SOI timings that 
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produced the highest rate of heat release. SOI of 360 and 380 CAD bTDC were shown to 
have the lowest COV of IMEP, suggesting the greatest potential for extending the dilution 
limit. 
At dilution limit conditions, when fuel was injected during the NVO period, larger NVO 
duration led to higher tolerance to total EGR. Internal EGR mole fraction increased with the 
increase of NVO duration while the tolerated external EGR mole faction decreased with the 
increase of NVO duration. When fuel was injected during the NVO period, EGR tolerance is 
higher compared to operating conditions when fuel was injected after the NVO period. The 
results show 80 CAD of NVO with SOI at TDC allowed for the addition of 32% total EGR 
and resulted in the best BSFC. Higher total EGR mole fractions did not lead to even lower 
BSFC. CO and NOx concentrations decreased as NVO duration increased.  
This study demonstrated that fuel injection during NVO could extend the dilution limit of SI 
engine operation. The amount of internal EGR, external EGR, and timing of fuel injection 
provide parameters for optimizing fuel efficiency. Furthermore, fuel injection during NVO 
was shown to improve BSFC and reduce the NOx emissions compared with baseline SI 
operating conditions. Thus, fuel injection during NVO has been shown to be a powerful 
means to improve SI engine performance while maintaining stoichiometric operation to 
enable effective three-way catalyst after treatment. A challenge of this operating strategy is 
the need for control of valve open timing and duration. If camshaft phasing is made with no 
change in camshaft duration, EVO and IVC will be affected when the NVO period is changed, 
and this can have adverse effects. Engine stability also has to be closely monitored. 
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Chapter 7.  Comparison of Different Fuel Reforming 
Strategies 
7.1 Overview of Different Fuel Reforming Integrated ICE 
Systems 
With the literature review of other fuel reforming strategies described in Chapter 2 and the 
detailed explanation and verification of the development of three fuel reforming strategies 
demonstrated in this thesis (Chapter 4 to Chapter 6), one might ask how to choose the 
suitable fuel reforming strategy for an integrated engine system with high fuel economy and 
how to design a fuel reforming system that leads to higher fuel economy.  
This is a very complex question to answer due to the combination of factors for the feasibility 
of a specific technology, such as cost-effectiveness, packaging issues, and durability of 
components, which are critical to the reliability of a system and quality control. In addition, 
all the research on fuel reforming integrated engine systems published by other researchers 
and proposed in this thesis involve several sub-systems have different response lags. Control 
algorithms to achieve effective powertrain control, especially during transient operating 
conditions, need to be developed and verified. More importantly, the interferences and effects 
of a fuel reforming system with other systems in the vehicle, such as after-treatment systems 
and the turbocharger, need to be considered. These systems are also significantly important to 
the fuel economy of powertrain systems. Last but not least, the on-board fuel reforming 
integrated engine systems are not yet in production, so the data for the public concerning the 
parameters and performances at different operating conditions of the developing technologies 
is very limited. This makes it difficult to be very fair and quantitative in comparing various 
fuel reforming ICE systems.
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Table 7.1. Comparison of Key Characters and Parameters of Different Fuel Reforming Integrated ICE Systems  
FUEL REFORMING 
ENGINE SYSTEM 
FUEL 
TYPE 
ENGINE TYPE CATALYST THERMAL 
EFFICIENCY 
IMPROVEMENT (%) 
PEAK HYDROGEN 
CONCENTRATION 
(%) 
LAMBDA COMPRESSION 
RATIO 
EGR 
RATE 
(%) 
COMMENTS 
DEDICATED EGR 
FROM SWRI [144] 
Gasoline Stoichiometric SI None 13% (compared to Regal 
Premium baseline with CR =11.2) 
1% Intake 1 (0.71-0.77 
for D-EGR 
cylinder) 
11.7 25% Fuel economy 
improvement by 
13% for City MPG, 
and 9% for 
Highway MPG 
NVO FUEL 
INJECTION* 
Gasoline 
(E10) 
Stoichiometric SI None 11% (compared to LNF baseline 
with CR = 9.2, ~4% from EGR 
addition, ~5% from CR) 
N/A 1 11.7 35% 1800 rpm, 3 bar 
BMEP 
COMMITTED 
IN-CYLINDER* 
REFORMER 
Ethanol Stoichiometric SI None 8% 0.8% Intake 1 (1.0-1.4 
for 
reforming 
cylinder) 
9.2 (12.9 for 
reforming 
cylinder) 
~25% 2000 rpm, 4 bar 
BMEP 
E85 REFORMING 
SYSTEM FROM AVL 
[159] 
Ethanol 
(E85) 
Stoichiometric SI Copper-plated 
nickel sponge 
10% N/A 1 12 N/A% 1500 rpm, 2.6 
BMEP 
CATALYTIC 
EGR-LOOP* 
REFORMING 
Isooctane or 
Gasoline 
Stoichiometric SI Pre-commercial 2 
wt % Rh supported 
on Al2O3 
More than 8% with 
larger potential 
15% outlet of the 
reformer, 5% Intake 
1 (1.1-1.4 
for 
reforming 
cylinder) 
9.2 45-55% 2000 rpm, 4 bar 
BMEP  
DUAL FUEL 
ON-BOARD 
REFORMING FROM 
UMN [160] 
ULSD 
Diesel 
CI Catalyst containing 
Rh and Pt 
Negative 12% outlet of the 
reformer 
Highly lean 16.5 N/A% 1500 rpm, 4 bar 
BMEP; 2000 
rpm, 5 bar 
BMEP 
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ON-BOARD 
THERMOCHEMICAL 
ENERGY RECOVERY 
TECHNOLOGY FROM 
U OF BIRMINGHAM 
[161] 
Gasoline Stoichiometric SI Ceria-Zirconia–Alu
mina loaded with 
3.3% 
Platinum/1.7% 
Rhodium 
8% for 
high-temperature 
condition and 4% for 
low-temperature 
condition 
Up to 7.3% 1 N/A 26% 2100 rpm, 35 
Nm; 3000 rpm, 
50 Nm; 2100 
rpm, 105 Nm 
BASELINE Gasoline Stoichiometric SI None 4% 0% 1 9.2 25% 2000 rpm, 4 bar 
BMEP 
*Fuel reforming systems marked by red color shown in column 1 are the systems developed in this thesis. 
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Table 7.1 provides a comparison of different fuel reforming systems, which are proposed by 
researchers that are leading the development of fuel reforming integrated engine systems, and 
the systems developed in this thesis (marked by red color). “N/A” shown in this table 
indicates that the specific information is not available. The key characteristics and parameters 
include the fuel type used for the fuel reforming process, the engine type (specifically SI or 
CI), catalyst formulation (if the system is a catalytic reforming system), thermal efficiency 
improvement of the integrated system compared to the baseline without fuel reforming, and 
peak hydrogen concentration that the reforming system could produce. The lambda in the 
cylinders for both normal cylinders and reforming cylinders, the compression ratio for both 
normal cylinders and reforming cylinders, and EGR rate in the system are also provided. 
In terms of the comparison of the three strategies proposed in this thesis, catalytic EGR loop 
reforming provided more than 8% efficiency improvement and high H2 concentration. The 
potential for further efficiency improvements, such as increases of compression ratio and 
cylinder balance, makes it even more promising. In addition, the space required to install this 
system is similar to that of a cooled EGR loop system, which has been widely used in 
vehicles. However, a catalytic reformer requires additional cost, and the payback period for 
the customers’ needs to be evaluated. Additionally, the relatively low sulfur tolerance (7 ppm) 
of the catalyst causes a little concern for implementing this technology with Tier III gasoline 
(10 ppm). The development of the powertrain control of the startup and transient operating 
conditions is also critical for this implementation. 
The strategy of NVO fuel injection needs to be implemented together with high compression 
ratio, variable valve timing, and variable valve duration capability, and cooled EGR loop 
setup. Considering the wide use of dual independent cam phasers and relatively high 
compression ratio, such as in Buick Regal which is powered by 2.0 turbocharged GM LHU 
installed with dual independent cam phasers and 11.2:1 compression ratio, this strategy is 
relatively easier to adapt. It mainly requires efforts on engine calibration, even though the 
efficiency benefit is relatively small.  
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The committed in-cylinder reformer is capable of improving thermal efficiency. However, 
the benefits come mainly from cylinder deactivation and EGR instead of dilution limit 
extension and shortening of combustion duration. This method is not recommended to be 
promoted before the technical challenges are addressed.  
When we evaluate the performance of different fuel reforming systems, the following key 
factors are identified to significantly influence the performance of the fuel reforming 
integrated engine systems.  
7.2 Key Factors of Performance of Fuel Reforming Integrated 
Engine Systems 
7.2.1 Non-Catalytic Reaction vs. Catalytic Reaction 
It can be seen from Table 7.1 that the catalytic reforming systems produce much higher peak 
hydrogen concentrations than the non-catalytic in-cylinder reforming systems. Ekoho et al. 
[152] also showed that for all equivalence ratios, minimum temperatures between 1000 and 
1050K are required to generate significant amounts of reformed products (shown in Figure 
4.15) without a catalyst.  
To understand the possible homogenous reactions without the catalyst in the catalytic 
EGR-loop reforming system, ignition delay calculations were performed. The calculations 
were done using CHEMKIN closed homogeneous batch reactor with iso-octane over the 
range of initial temperatures (750 K to 900 K), and the species concentration which 
corresponds to the equivalence ratios, and oxygen concentrations investigated experimentally 
in Chapter 5 of the exhaust products before entering the reformer. LLNL gasoline kinetic 
mechanism was used. The ignition delay times of those operating conditions are much larger 
than the residence time of catalytic reformer (<100 ms), which indicates that it is difficult to 
have a big contribution of homogeneous reactions without heat from exothermic reactions.  
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However, the D-EGR with a small concentration of hydrogen (around 1%) also contributes to 
the significant improvement of thermal efficiency. 
7.2.2 Spark Ignited Gasoline System vs. Compression Ignited 
Diesel System  
Exhaust from a CI diesel system normally contains a much higher concentration of oxygen 
compared to exhaust from a traditional SI gasoline system. When the oxygen concentration is 
high, the EGR fuel reforming process involves a large portion of partial oxidation reaction 
which produces hydrogen but consumes energy as well. That might be the primary reason 
why the dual fuel diesel thermal integrated diesel reforming system [160] (Figure 2.10) has a 
negative effect on the thermal efficiency of the engine system even though a high percentage 
of hydrogen is produced. 
The compression ratio difference between SI gasoline system and CI diesel system also leads 
to different in-cylinder temperatures after the compression process for in-cylinder reforming 
and difference in exhaust temperatures, which have an impact on the reforming process. 
7.2.3 Fuel Properties 
C/H ratio of fuel changes the reaction heat as well as the H2 fraction of reforming products so 
that the performance of reforming system would be affected. Sulfur content in the fuel is an 
issue because of catalyst poisoning for catalytic reforming process. Simulation of alcohol 
steam reforming processes confirmed that use of methanol as a primary fuel allowed effective 
reforming at low temperatures of approximately 570 K compared with 1000-1100 K for 
ethanol [201]. 
7.2.4 Engine Operating Conditions 
Different engine operating conditions change exhaust temperature and sometimes even 
exhaust composition so that the fuel reforming process is affected. Fennell et al. [161] 
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showed that their catalytic fuel reforming engine system (Figure 2.11) could improve fuel 
consumption up to 8% for high-temperature conditions and 4% for low-temperature 
conditions. 
7.3 Conclusions 
Several significant factors need to be considered to design efficient integrated fuel reforming 
systems. The most important ones are 1. whether to include the catalyst to generate 
reformates, 2. which type of engine is used (gasoline engine or diesel engine), 3. fuel 
properties used for main combustion and fuel reforming, and 4. the operating conditions of 
the engines and vehicles.  
In many cases, reformate generation can incur a significant fuel penalty. Ideally, one might 
expect the highest levels of thermochemical recuperation for the highest catalyst equivalence 
ratios. However, reforming under these conditions is highly endothermic, and the available 
enthalpy for reforming is constrained. Efficient energy management such as the fraction of 
the partial oxidation reaction and endothermic reactions over the whole integrated systems 
with the different engine operating conditions is necessary. In addition, issues which might 
occur during the transient conditions of powertrain systems and cold start conditions need to 
be addressed before the application of integrated fuel reforming engine systems.  
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Chapter 8.  Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions  
In conclusion, the objectives of this research study have been satisfied in the successful 
development of improved efficiency and dilution limit extension in gasoline-fueled 
spark-ignited combustion engine systems enabled by fuel reforming strategies while keeping 
the capability of using current mature stoichiometric after-treatment systems. More 
specifically, the research study has contributed the following knowledge to the engineering 
community:  
• There is a limited spark timing window available to compensate for the longer 
combustion duration that occurs as a result of high EGR rates. Combustion stability 
limit occurs at approximately the same combustion duration for all fuels. Combustion 
duration is responsible for combustion instability, and the fuel type can affect the 
combustion duration, thereby influencing combustion stability. 
• The concept and the system to use one cylinder to serve as a committed fuel reformer 
without spark ignition to make use of the exhaust heat by breathing in the exhaust 
from other cylinders is first proposed and demonstrated. The introduction of small 
amounts of oxygen during the committed in-cylinder reforming activities proved to be 
effective at increasing the fuel conversion. However, even the highest fuel conversion 
rates achieved were ineffective at increasing the EGR dilution tolerance in the 
remaining cylinders. The thermal efficiency improvement of 8% from this strategy is 
mainly due to cylinder deactivation and EGR addition.  
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• The unique EGR-Loop reforming system, in which the entirety of the exhaust from 
one of the cylinders (cylinder 4 has an isolated intake and exhaust manifold) is fed 
directly to the reforming catalyst, which then feeds into the intake for cylinders 1-3 is 
designed. In the engine experiment, this is accomplished by operating the main 
combustion event in cylinder 4 fuel-lean, but then using a post-injection when the 
exhaust valve opens to feed the catalyst the appropriate mixture. This novel design 
opens up a new method to control the amount of fuel reforming and the fraction of 
partial oxidation reforming and steam reforming by adjusting the lambda value of 
cylinder 4 to resolve the problem of enthalpy limit. In addition, the post-injection 
strategy to provide fuel to the fuel reformer eliminates the need for a port fuel injector 
which is commonly used by other catalytic reforming research. 
• The catalytic reforming process was successfully applied to the engine. Experiments 
on the engine demonstrated H2 and CO production over a wide range of reforming 
conditions. There is a maximum in H2 production that approaches 15% at equivalence 
ratios between 5 and 7 and with high oxygen flow rate. The ways to balance the 
tradeoff of the hydrogen reformates concentration and thermal recuperation for the 
integrated system are also found. 
• A significant increase in engine efficiency was achieved with the catalytic reforming 
process. Over the baseline case, brake thermal efficiency was increased leading to 
more than 8% reduction in fuel consumption. Higher compression ratio capability of 
the engine system, provided by the high tolerance of EGR from high H2 concentration 
from fuel reforming, and energy balance optimization provide huge space for larger 
thermal efficiency improvement. 
• The special design of the catalytic reforming testing system enables separate testing 
for the characteristics of the catalyst performance and overall engine performance, 
which can be referred as a systematic way to test different types of the catalyst with 
the purpose of catalytic reforming. Also, the systematic procedure proposed at each 
experimental condition to ensure the regeneration of any possible coking and 
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consistency of data, and to avoid the overheating of the catalyst during the 
regeneration events provides a good reference to other researchers working on 
catalytic fuel reforming. 
• The fuel injection strategy during NVO period is combined with VVT and high 
compression ratio and provides 11% fuel efficiency improvement over baseline with 
normal compression ratio and no EGR. This research implements NVO fuel injection 
strategy for stoichiometric SI combustion while other NVO fuel injection research 
mainly focused on HCCI combustion and SACI combustion. 
8.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
The opportunities to investigate fuel reforming integrated engine systems or other types of 
powertrain systems is tremendous. I would be happy to offer some suggestions for follow-up 
studies related to the major topics of this thesis. 
1. Test the strategies of catalytic EGR-loop reforming and fuel injection during NVO 
period over a large range of operating conditions, such as turbo-charged condition and 
idling condition to observe the effects of operating conditions on the performance of 
catalytic reforming. 
2. Understand the reaction mechanism and reaction dynamics of the catalytic fuel 
reforming process especially to design a better catalytic reformer and to adjust the 
input parameters in a more thermodynamically favorable way. 
3. Generate models to predict the hydrogen production rate of the catalytic reforming 
according to exhaust temperature, oxygen concentration, and fuel concentration, 
providing models for powertrain control of catalytic reforming integrated engine 
systems.  
4. Investigate the synergy of the fuel reforming integrated engine systems with the 
hybrid powertrain systems to improve the overall vehicle efficiency.  
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5. Explore other possible catalyst formulations to get new catalyst formulation with a 
higher tolerance of sulfur. Development in this direction might also enhance the 
application of fuel reforming integrated engine systems for the application of 
distributed power generation in marine areas. 
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